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Abstract 

The progress of technology in the electronic components industry has been rapidly 

growing. The evolution of various techniques has made it possible for this industry to 

grow and diversify with the market demand. Thus, the development of electronic 

component products over a short span of time requires having highly efficient tools for 

design and manufacturing. Advances in commercial Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(CFD) softwares and computational power have enabled modeling to a high level of 

architectural details. Nowadays, computer aided design becomes an essential design tool 

in the engineering environment. Computer analysis reduces both the time development 

cycle and the prototyping costs in the early to intermediate design phases. The accuracy 

of the computational prediction of heat transfer rates depends mostly on the correct 

choice of turbulent model. Although many turbulent models, rather than a universal 

turbulent model, have been developed during the last two decades, there is usually one 

model that performs better than others for certain flow conditions. 

In the present research, a turbulence model is selected from amongst a few 

candidates, namely standard k- 8, RNG k- 8, shear stress transport (SST), and 

Reynolds Stress Model (RSM), based on comparisons with experimental data and direct 

numerical simulation (DNS) results from previous work. The SST turbulence model 

shows excellent agreement with the DNS results and, hence, is considered an appropriate 

turbulence model for thermal analysis of electronic packages with elements that have 

almost the same heights. Moreover, the average Nusselt number of array of obstacles is 

obtained numerically using commercial code ANSYS-CFX 1 0.0. The effects upon the 

mean Nusselt number arising from parameteric changes in Reynolds number, element 

height, element width, and element-to-element distance are compared and discussed. 

Finally, the parametric study has offered a set of correlations for the mean Nusselt 

number of arrays of mounted obstacles in the channel flow. 
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1.1 Introduction 

The investigation of forced convection in two-dimensional ribbed channels attracts 

many interests for its wide range of applications, such as electronic cooling, heat 

exchangers, and nuclear rectors [1] . This study is mainly focusing on the cooling of 

electronic equipments. Electronics are at the heart of any modem new equipment, and are 

now so common that we can rarely find any high-technical devices that are fully 

mechanical. In addition, they are included in the most permeating equipments affecting 

our everyday life. Electronics is one of the major areas of application of heat transfer 

technology. Temperature control of electronic equipments has long been investigated, and 

many advances in reliability, higher power intensity, and physical miniaturization of 

electronic equipment over the past decades are indebted to thermal control and better 

thermal design of electronic systems [2]. Based on Moore 's law, which was suggested by 

Gordon Moore, founder of Intel Corporation, semiconductor performance will double 

every 18 months, and this law has proven valid over the last 25 years. Scientists suggest 

that this law will continue to be valid for the next 12 to 15 years [3]. Figure 1.1 shows 

Moore's law trend since 1970 [4] . 

MOORE'S LAW 1,000,000,000 

100,000 

Figure 1.1 Moore 's law trend [4] 
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For many years, cooling technologies have facilitated new discoveries and the advent of 

modem packaging. Air-cooling has been an important technological approach for its 

performance, reliability, reasonable cost, space occupation, and low power consumption 

[5]. Air-cooling technology has gained a top ranking among electronic cooling techniques 

[3] , but the perception is that it has reached its upper limits. An example of this is that the 

heat fluxes that can be achieved today using air-cooling were achievable in 1980s only by 

means of liquid cooling [5]. An extension to air-cooling limits concerns many design 

aspects. Such designs should consider integrated circuit design layout (IC), packaging 

material development, thermal contact resistance minimizing, heat spreading 

technologies, aerodynamic fan improvements, air flow optimization, architecture of 

thermal design, thermal load monitoring, and many others [5]. In electronic equipment, 

individual devices such as transistors have become more efficient and less heat 

dissipative. However, advanced circuit and component technologies have miniaturized 

circuits, so the number of components on a single chip has greatly increased, with the net 

result that chip intensity has intensified. This development started from small-scale 

integration (SSI), followed by very-large-scale integration (VLSI), ultra-large-scale 

integration (USI), wafer scale integration (WSI), and today is continuing to miniaturize 

electronics [2] and [6]. Figures 1.2 and 1.3 depict the development of such integrations 

[6] and a typical integrated circuit package (IC), respectively [7]. 

160 

140 

120 
...... 
3: 100 -.. 
Q) 80 
~ 
0 
0.. 60 

40 

20 

0 
SSI 

1960 1970 .1980 1990 2000 2010 

Time 

Figure 1.2 Circuit integration development [ 6] 
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PlliSti:C 
encapsulant 

Chip pad 

McMaster - Mechanical Engineering 

Die-bonding 
material 

Figure 1.3 A typical integrated circuit package [7] 

1.2 Temperature Control Requirement 

As our world electrifies, the quality, reliability, and performance of electronics 

become matters of attention in industries. Better design in electronic cooling systems 

enhances perfonnance and plays a major role in electronic system reliability. Not only 

does this concept apply to high-heat-flux electronics but the challenge remains in the field 

to improve less intense heat fluxes as well. Unanticipated chip temperature of electronic 

equipment is the key subject of permanent as well as periodic failure in electronic 

components. Off-limit temperatures lead to excessive strain and cause physical 

breakdown because of thermo-mechanical stresses. Also, high temperatures are 

responsible for the weakening of chemical bonds and of wear in electronic components. 

Figure 1.4 illustrates that uncontrolled temperature in electronic systems is responsible for 

more than fifty percent of failures in electronics [2]. 

Temperature 
55% 

Dust 
6% 

20% 

Figure 1.4 Major causes of electronics failure [2] 
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The typical convective heat transfer coefficient that applies to electronic packaging varies 

by three orders of magnitudes. This value changes for specific fluids, geometry, and heat 

transfer techniques. As an example, figure 1.5 shows the convective thermal resistance of 

a typical 1 0 cm2 heat source for a variety of coolants and techniques, in which velocity 

ranges from 2 to 8 m/ s [7]. 

Air l-3 atm 

Fluorochemical vapor 

Silicone oil -Transformer oil -Fluorochemical liquids • 
Air 1-3 atm 

Fluorochemical vapor 

Transformer oil 

Fluorochemicalliquids 

Water 

Water 
J Boiling 

Fluorochemical liquids ••• 

i I liJhj ....... , '''''"'' 
.01 .1 1 10 

KJW 

Natural 
convection 

Forced 
convection 

10cm2 area 
I I iiiilj I I f i hij 

100 1000 

Figure 1.5 Convective thermal resistance ranges applied in electronic packaging [7] 

1.3 Motivation 

Computer analysis reduces both the time development cycle and the prototyping 

costs in the early to intermediate design phases [8]. Heat transfer and flow field in 
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electronic cooling are simulated by predicting turbulent phenomena and wake of 

electronic components [9]. From the simulation viewpoint, geometric modeling of 

problems has become simpler by integrating printed circuits into a single module as a heat 

source. But the sensitivity and complexity of appropriate modeling to obtain accurate 

predictions of heat and flow fields has intensified the problem [10]. Thus selecting an 

appropriate method to model flow and heat transfer is vital for simulating electronic 

packages. 

1.4 Computational Modeling 

Thermal management in electronics requires an understanding of heat transfer 

phenomena and of the aerodynamic impacts of flow on electronic cooling. The ability to 

accurately predict wall shear stress and heat transfer rate in the vicinity of solid surfaces 

(walls) depends largely on the correct choice of turbulent model. When it comes to 

electronic cooling and commercially available thermal management packages, researchers 

disagree about which turbulence model captures best the physics of such problem. This 

point is an obvious deduction from past works, such as that of Yang et al. [11 ], who 

researched two-dimensional channel flow over one and two mounted surface obstacles 

with a uniform velocity profile at the inlet and fully developed condition at the outlet. 

This study also used a wall function to bridge the viscous sublayer. Results from this 

research are obtained with the well-known k- e turbulent model in the Reynolds number 

range of 1 04 to 1 06 based on hydraulic diameter ( Dh = 2H ), and have good agreement 

with experimental data. Yang et al. concluded that as the integrated circuit volume 

becomes less in the future, a turbulent flow field should be considered for better 

performance in cooling an electronic system. In 1998, Behnia et al. [ 1 0] performed a set 

of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) investigations to imitate heat transfer from heated 

modules in an air stream using commercial code FLUENT. These investigations have 

been compared with experimental results of other works and discuss solutions of uniform 

6 
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and fully developed velocity profile at channel entrance, where the mean velocity was 

varied from 1 to 7 m/s. This study has employed second order accuracy in discretization 

of convective terms. It reports that k- & and RNG k- & turbulent models show no 

significant difference from each other and that the use of a wall function is not suitable 

with these models. Also, results from their investigation show that the choice of inlet 

velocity profile has an impact on the predicted average heat transfer coefficient. The 

authors emphasize that fully developed velocity profile yields better results (especially at 

high Reynolds numbers). In the same year, Young et al. [12] conducted a two

dimensional numerical parametric study in a channel containing multiple heated blocks. 

This laminar forced convection study has involved obstacle height, width and spacing, 

number of obstacles, obstacle thermal conductivity ratio, flow rate, and heating method of 

obstacles. The study assumes that all channel walls to be adiabatic with the exception of 

obstacles, and has varied the Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter ( Dh = 2H) 

in the range of 200 to 2000. The parametric study of Young et al. highlights that surface 

heat flux and uniform volumetric heat generation have negligible effect on the average 

Nusselt number of an individual obstacle. Moreover, obstacle width increase is reported 

to have a decreasing effect on the top surface average Nusselt number, contrary to 

obstacle spacing. In addition, shorter obstacles account for higher top surface average 

Nusselt numbers, with the exception of the first row. Later, V. Eveloy et al. [13] 

investigated the flow and heat transfer field of a single and multi-component printed 

circuit board (PCB) using the FLOTERM CFD commercial package. In the absence of a 

proper length scale to determine the flow regime, their research has considered solutions 

of both the laminar and the turbulent model for the 2 m/s forced convection problem. 

They report that laminar, Zero- (L VEL), and k- & models are incapable of capturing 

accurately the heat and flow field in detail over the entire multi-component PCB. 

Interestingly, energy balance on a single component was found to be independent of the 

applied model, whereas in the multi-component model, heat transfer balance due to 

component interactions was found to be sensitive to the model. Bredberg et al. [14] have 

conducted similar investigations to examine the effectiveness of two-equation turbulent 
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models, specifically k- & , k- m , and two-layer or zonal models. This study has been 

compared with experimental data according to two high Reynolds numbers of 40,000 and 

1 00,000, and the conclusion is that both k- c and k- m turbulent models have 

reasonable accuracy in predicting heat transfer, whereas in contrast, the zonal k- c 

model lacks accuracy. Also, all selected models have shown that the Nusselt number has 

high dependency on Reynolds number, and that this dependency is higher in equilibrium 

flows and lower in separated flows. In another study, Low et al. used a commercial CFD 

code FLUENT to compare heat transfer coefficient profiles of flat, interrupted, and ribbed 

heated surfaces in a two-dimensional channel flow. This research at the inlet uses one

seven-power law turbulent velocity profile for a fixed Reynolds number, Re H == 194000, 

and employs a non-equilibrium wall function. Results from this research have been 

compared with different turbulent models such as the Standard, Realizable, and 

Renormalized-Group (RNG) k-8 models, and the Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) [15]. 

In its mesh structure, this study considers a y+ value of 25 and concludes that when same 

grid size is used, all k -& and RSM models show consistent results, unlike Spalart

Allmaras and Large Eddy turbulent models: On the other hand, Eveloy et al. [8] and [16], 

who studied under commercial code FLOTHERM, have questioned the current 

capabilities of CFD packages as a design tool. This study sought a turbulent model that 

could capture the physics of a PCB-mounted component heat transfer for free stream 

velocities of 2 to 4 m Is , and they have considered turbulent models such the algebraic 

mixing length model, L VEL, and k - e turbulent models. Eve loy et al. suggest that 

Reynolds Average Navier Stokes (RANS) based models are unlikely to be replaced by 

Large Eddy Simulation (LES) or Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) in design 

environments in the foreseeable future. Also, other two-equation eddy viscosity 

turbulence models should be considered for implemention in CFD codes. In addition, the 

use of wall functions is inappropriate for flows containing separation, reattaching, or 

recirculating conditions. Similarly, Dhinsa et al. [9] have discussed the capabilities of 

zero-equation models such as LVEL, L VEL CAP, Wolfshtein first equation model, and 

of two-equation models such as k- 8, k- m, SST, and k8 I kl turbulent models, to 
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predict heat and fluid flow in electronic packages. This investigation has been carried out 

under CFD commercial code PHYSICA and has compared its results with experimental 

data. Then, the high Reynolds standard k - e turbulent model was introduced to 

struggles for an accurate prediction even for simple cases, and other models under 

investigation are reported to give better results, although no model has been deemed the 

clear winner. In addition, their case study of flow over a surface mounted cube body is 

reported to have a separation of boundary layer on the sides (side vortex recirculation 

tube), and top surface (bound recirculation), an arc-shaped vortex at the downstream face, 

and a horseshoe vortex in the windward face. Figure 1.6 shows these vortices around such 

a cube. It has been concluded that the electronic failure is due to these recirculation areas 

since they trap heat and restrict further heat from escaping the system. 

vortex 

Arc-shaped 

Side vortex 
recirculation tube 

Figure 1.6 Schematic of the flow field around a cube [9) 

Another investigation has foreseen that RANS modeling of low-Reynolds turbulent 

models in electronic applications will remain the realistic engineering approach in 

modeling electronic cooling [17). Also, the Reynolds Stress Model (RSM), Large Eddy 

Simulation (LES), and Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) are considered unpractical for 

engineering applications because of their high computational cost (Year 2004). This study 
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has used the FLUENT solver to examine the predicted accuracy of three low-Reynolds 

turbulent models: Two-Layer Zonal model, Spalart-Allmaras (SA), and Shear Stress 

Transport (SST). Standard wall function and non-equilibrium wall function (flow with 

separation and reattachment) are discussed in this study as being inappropriate and not 

intended for low Reynolds number flows. The Two-Layer Zonal model temperature 

predictions are shown to be lower than those for SST and SA. But encouragingly, the SST 

model is reported to predict component junction temperature within .f-3°C (5%) of 

measurements. In addition, SA model performance is evaluated as being comparable to 

SST as an alternative with lower computational cost. On the other hand, Dhinsa et al. [18] 

in December 2005 reported an investigation under commercial CFD code PHYSICA on 

the appropriateness of the zero-equation L VEL, the one--equation Wolfshtein, the two

equation k- £ and k- w , and the hybrid k£- kl and SST turbulent models in electronic 

applications. These results, when compared with experiment data, reveal that although the 

SST model from the literature on electronic cooling applications has received good 

reviews, it has poor flow recovery in the wake region. The SST model has also been 

reported to show some difficulty with high aspect ratio obstacles. Notably, no turbulent 

model was found to be the clear winner in investigating the simple case of a single heated 

cube in the channel flow. Following the previous work, Lou et al. [19] examined the 

capabilities of the standard k- £ and RSM turbulent models in a rectangular cross 

sectional ribbed channel flow. The flow in this study was fully turbulent 

( 22,000 :::; Re Dh :::; 94,000 ), and the channel was provided with eight ribs along the bottom 

wall, where a uniform heat flux was applied. Also, the geometric configuration of the 

problem was fixed at s I e = 2, e I Dh = 0.25, and w I e = 2. This investigation concluded 

that the standard k - £ turbulent model is able to give better Nusselt profile prediction 

than the RSM model, but both models are reported to underpredict their values. This 

superiority is emphasized to be true, especially downstream of the rib. 
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1.5 Experimental Work 

Even computational work in electronic cooling applications requires a 

considerable amount of resource, and it is time-consuming when done in detail, as is the 

required tedious work for experimental investigations. An example of such attempt is the 

work of McEntire et al. [20], who investigated local forced convective heat transfer 

coefficient of an array of four discrete heat sources, q" = 850 w I m2 
, with a two

dimensional flush and protruding concept. Their investigation takes into account three 

different element heights, 0 ~ e [ mm] ~ 127 , two different channel clearance heights, 

C=(H-e)=0.635 and 127[mm], with a fixed stream-wise element spacing, 

s = 127 [ mm] . This experiment has been performed only for air in the Reynolds range of 

1000 to 10,000, based on hydraulic diameter. Results from this work suggest that the 

buoyancy factor is negligible. In other words, flow and heat transfer fields are deemed to 

be forced-convection dominant. The study by McEntire et al. show that the heat transfer 

characteristics on the first heater have a complex dependency on Reynolds number and, 

thus, the authors omitted the first heater results in obtaining any correlation for convective 

heat transfer coefficient. Equation 1.1 is obtained based on their work for average Nusselt 

number, with an average associated error of 8.4%. The study reports protrusion and less 

channel clearance area, C, to have a favourable effect of heat transfer rate because of 

thermal boundary layer interruptions and evolution of flow from transition to turbulence. 

Flow visualizations show that this phenomenon first occurs at about Re Dh ~ 2000, Figure 

1.7. 

((H ))-o.4o( )o.1o 
Nuw= 0.244ReDh

0
.
61 

:e : (1.1) 

where 
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(a) ReDh = 1000 

(b) ReDh = 2000 

Figure 1. 7 Flow visualization past discrete heat sources in a ribbed channel with 

s = w, !___ = 0.5, and (H- e)= 1 [20] 
w w 

In a later work, Hacohen et al. [21] studied the forced and free convection of 

various channel heights, component heights, flow rates, and applied heat fluxes. The 

study represents two theoretical upper and lower limits for free and forced convection in a 

channel that thermally and hydrodynamically developing is similar to a printed circuit 

board. The upper theoretical average Nusselt number limit for turbulent forced convection 

is formulated from a constant temperature plate where thermal and hydrodynamic 

boundary layers start from the edge of the plate. The lower band of the theoretical average 

Nusselt number limit for turbulent forced convection is calculated by numerically 

integrating the local heat transfer coefficient at a constant flow rate with unheated starting 
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length, x0 • Lower and upper theoretical expressions are given by equation 1.2 and 1.3, 

respectively. Figure 1.8 shows the corresponding geometry. The measured values in this 

study confirm that this theory holds to be valid for the conducted experiments. 

Lower Limit (1.2) 

Num = 0.036Re/
8 

Pr113 Upper Limit (1.3) 

X W S 
0 

Figure 1.8 Geometry corresponding to equation 1.2 

Another experimental work by Jubran et al. [22] explored the effect of the size of 

modules and missing modules on the performance of imitated electronic components, in 

which the Reynolds number ranged from 1690 to 2625 based on module stream-wise 

length. It was found that in an array of obstacles, the rectangular modules tend to improve 

heat transfer by as much as forty percent over that of square modules. Also, heat transfer 

is reported to improve up to thirty-seven percent on the subsequent missing module. 

Leung et al. [23] reported an experimental work which has investigated an electronic 

printed circuit board by examining periodic rectangular ribs in a channel flow. This 
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research performed a parametric study on channel height, rib height (HIe = 2 ,4 ,6 , and 

8), and rib width ( w I e = 3, and 4) in both the vertical and horizontal orientation of the 

channel. The twelve-array ribs, uniformly spaced s = 6.35 [mm], are on one principal 

channel wall, and the Reynolds number varies from 510 to 2050 based on clearance 

length above the ribs. In an analysis of convective heat transfer coefficient, Leung et al. 

have adopted a linear change in channel temperature, Tadopt , from inlet to exit, and have 

suggested the following expressions for the average Nusselt number based on clearance 

length, shown in equations 1.4 and 1.5, which depict the correlations for horizontal and 

vertical channel orientations, respectively. The study concludes that a choice of flat rib 

with a larger top surface is the more appropriate option since it enhances heat dissipation. 

This also could be inferred from the following equations: 

(H)0.68( )0.80 
Nuc = 0.40Rec

0
.4

2 
---; ; (1.4) 

0.29 w 
( 

H 
)

0.78 ( )1.35 
Nuc = 0.12Rec ---; -; (1.5) 

where 

w H 
T,ef = Tadopt' 460 ~ Rec ~ 2300, 3 ~- ~ 4, and 2 ~- ~ 10 

e e 

Wang et al. [24] investigated in a parametric study the effects of flow rate 

( 1500 ~ Re Dh :::;; 6300) and element height ( 0:::;; e I H :::;; 0.805) in electronic equipments. 

This study considered an array of four elements in a channel with uniform constant heat 

flux. The investigation of flush and protruding obstacles revealed that free convection 

plays an important role in the underlying physics when dealing with flush-mounted 

discrete heat sources, but it can be ignored in protruding cases when the Reynolds number 

exceeds 1500. It is noteworthy that for the same flow rates and applied heat fluxes, 
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element protrusion results in a higher heat transfer rate for each heater. Similarly, an 

increase of Reynolds number is reported to have an increasing effect on the heat transfer 

rate for each element height aspect ratio, e I H . Wang et al. have attributed the difference 

of two Nusselt numbers in flush and protruding cases to distortion in the flow due to the 

presence of protruding blocks and small separated regions above the heater surface. But 

an exception to the above trend in the average Nusselt number has been reported for 

protruding heat sources at Reynolds number of 1200 and 1600. In this range, the average 

Nusselt numbers for all heat sources have higher values at Reynolds number of 1200 than 

1600. This range is suggested to be the critical Reynolds range in which transition from 

laminar to turbulent flow occurs in a rectangular channel with protruding heat sources. In 

other words, turbulent intensity has increased drastically and, thus, the average Nusselt 

number is elevated. Moreover, the spatial occurrence of maximum and minimum average 

Nusselt number is associated with different locations and with shape of separated regions 

that might change with Reynolds number, and with protruding height from one heater to 

another. Wang et al. have formulated an empirical relationship between the studied 

parameter for protruding cases in which flow is considered exceeding laminar Reynolds 

number, 1500 s Re Dh • Equation 1.5 represents this correlation for average Nusselt 

number, and table 1.1 shows the corresponding values. 

B 
Nuw = ARevh 

where T,~r = I;,ulk 
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Table 1.1 Data values of equation 2.5 [24] " 

e/H 0.151 0.327 0.503 0.654 0.805 

Heater 1 A 0.648 0.336 0.972 1.791 0.952 
B 0.500 0.629 0.526 0.474 0.581 

Heater 2 A 0.532 0.630 1.095 1.722 1.121 
B 0.537 0.547 0.503 0.475 0.575 

Heater 3 A 0.701 0.646 0.890 1.138 0.851 
B 0.491 0.538 0.522 0.519 0.594 

Heater4 A 0.676 0.494 0.603 0.991 0.987 
B 0.503 0.582 0.581 0.545 0.583 

In 1999, Young et al. [25] studied the preceding experiments and conducted a 

more comprehensive investigation. This investigation has included the effect of air flow 

rate ( 800 ~ ReDh ~ 13000 ), channel height, array configuration, and input heat flux 

( 950 ~ q" ~ 20200 ). The study concerns an array of two-dimensional forced convection, 

and has obtained a set of correlations for protruding obstacles. Equation 1.6 defines this 

expression for average Nusselt number of an array of five obstacles, in which the studied 

e s H .. 2 
parameters are fixed as follows: -=0.89, -=1.0, -=1.57, and q =3750 w/m. 

w w w 

Table 1.2 summarizes the values in equation 1.6. 

B 
NuH = ARevh 
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Table 1.2 Data values of equation 2.6 [25] 

Parameters 
A B 

Reynolds Number Range 

Heater 1 
2600-4300 0.1262 0.699 
5000-13000 0.0140 0.940 

Heater 2 
2600-4300 0.2701 0.605 
5000-13000 0.0672 0.746 

Heater 3 
2600-4300 0.1028 0.703 
5000-13000 0.0212 0.860 

Heater4 
2600-4300 0.1339 0.661 
5000-13000 0.0244 0.833 

Heater 5 
2600-4300 0.1661 0.632 
5000-13000 0.0338 0.794 

The work ofboth Wang et al. and Young et al. show the predicted critical range of 

Reynolds number to be different. This range is predicted to fall in the range of 

500 s ReDh s 2,000 in the first work, and 3,800 s ReDh s 4,400 in the second work. This 

difference is suggested to be as a result of different geometric parameters of the test 

section and applied boundary condition [24]. 

Later, Chen et al. [26] conducted an investigation to determine an optimum 

spacing between obstacles in cooling electronic package applications. This two

dimensional investigation assumes five identical uniformly heated square obstacles with 

different side-to-side arrangements. The convective heat transfer coefficient in this 

investigation is based on a linear variation in the channel temperature from entrance to the 

exit, T adopt • The experimental research concludes that conventional equally spaced 

arrangements between obstacles do not follow an optimum heat transfer rate in electronic 

package applications. Furthermore, it is found that when the side-to-side ratio, ..!E._ , is 
sn+J 

below a critical limit and follows a geometric series pattern, heat is removed more 

efficiently until it reaches its optimum critical side-to-side ratio value. Interestingly, when 

the side-to-side ratio is increased further, the heat transfer rate is reported to decrease. 
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Finally, experimental work by Yoo et al. [27] in the Reynolds number range of 1.29 x 104 

to 3.87xl04 (based on channel height) has examined the local heat transfer coefficient in 

both two-dimensional and three-dimensional module arrays. The two-dimensional 

module array data showed a little lower value than the three-dimensional results, as a 

result of bypass flow. This difference is reported to decrease with less longitudinal 

module spacing. In this study, the local heat transfer coefficient profile distribution is 

shown to be unaffected by variation in the module stream-wise spacing. And on the third 

row, where flow is assumed to have a fully developed behaviour, the variation trend of 

the local Nusselt number is the same for different velocities, with the exception of the top 

surface where the local Nusselt number decreases gradually as the boundary layer 

thickens. 

1.6 Conclusion 

The current literature is mainly focusing on the cooling of electronic packages. 

The review has explored the progress, shortage, and requirement of the electronic cooling 

pathway, where further developments could lead the electronic industry to design better 

systems. Many available industrial-purpose commercial CFD codes have implemented 

various turbulent CFD models to satisfy different industrial needs. Although some models 

have shown a breakthrough in electronic cooling, this model is yet to come. Indeed, CFD 

modeling is still in search of a universal turbulent model applicable to electronic cooling 

applications. In addition, not all data from the literature come to the same conclusions. 

These outcomes are usually valid for a certain band of Reynolds number, and do not 

apply as a general rule. Thus new turbulent models applicable should be carefully 

examined and tested before applying in industrial applications. 

It is noticed that classic electronic cooling problems found in the literature have always 

omitted some of the underlying parameters. Perhaps the explanation is that incorporating 

more parameters rapidly raises the combination of all possibilities. In most electronic 
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cooling applications the free stream velocities range from 2 to 4 m Is , which represent 

mid- to high-range free stream airflows employed [8]. As the electronic industry tends 

toward miniaturization even on passage flow and casing, based on the above velocity 

values no such attempt has been conducted to investigate the basic geometric parameters 

within the turbulent range. 

The objective of the present work is to discover the most appropriate turbulent 

model that can capture both the heat transfer and flow field characteristics in electronic 

cooling and use it to investigate the influence of geometric parameters on the nature of 

flow and heat transfer in a typical classic electronic cooling problem. 
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Chapter Two 

Mathematical Modeling 
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2.1 Geometry and Computational Domain of Parametric Study 

Two parallel plates form the geometry of the present parametric study, and flow 

has been allowed through this passage. The lower plate has five identical square ribs of 

height e , length w , and distance s between two successive ribs. The upper plate is 

smooth, and the two plates are a distance H (channel height) apart. In presenting results, 

all geometric dimensions have been normalized with respect to channel height to provide 

a clear contrast and comparison between different cases. Figure 2.1 shows the geometry 

of the present parametric study. 

Entrance Length 
3.33 

Channel U er Wall 

Figure 2.1 Geometry of the Parametric Study 

2.2 Governing Eq nations 

Exit Length 
3.33 

Exit 

In this investigation, air is selected as the cooling medium, which is assumed to be 

a non-buoyant incompressible1 ideal fluid. The governing equations are the ideal gas 

equation of state, the continuity equation, the time-averaged Navier-Stokes, and the 

energy equations in stationary and steady state conditions given by equations 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 

1 By incompressible we mean that pressure and density are not linked, but there is no prior assumption that 
density is constant or that it cannot be function of temperature. 
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and 2.4, respectively. In governing equations, advection terms are discretised using a 

second order upwind scheme, which handles numerical diffusion more appropriately. 

Also, convergence criteria for governing equations are selected as the root mean square of 

residuals, RMS, which is the imbalance of each conservative control volume equation. 

This criterion is set to the target value of l.OE-6, which is suggested for academic interest 

[28] [29]. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

In equation 2.4, Prandtl number, Pr, is a fluid property and the turbulent Prandtl number, 

PJi, is set to a constant value of0.9 [30]. 

2.3 Boundary Conditions of Parametric Study 

The present work studies the classic problem encountered in electronic cooling 

applications, in which populated heated blocks represent electronic components mounted 
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on a printed circuit board (PCB). A two-dimensional domain was studied using the 

commercial CFD code ANSYS-CFX 10.0 [28] to investigate the flow and heat transfer 

with the following boundary conditions. 

2.3.1 Inlet Boundary 

The flow is assumed fully turbulent with a fully developed velocity profile at the 

entrance to the channel. This velocity profile is introduced by well known one-seventh

power-law velocity profile, equation 2.5 [15]: 

Where 

um =0.817 
uc 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

In addition, turbulent quantities, such as kinetic energy, k, and dissipation rate, s, 

are assumed to be convection-dominant. In other words, the diffusion is assumed to be 

negligible. These quantities are computed by applying one percent turbulent 

intensity, I= 1%, at the inlet, and are defined as follows [28]: 

3 2 2 
kinlet = 2] U 

Jl1 = 1000 1 ,U 
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in which C 
11 

is a constant. Also, the turbulent stress tensor is assumed to have an 

isotropic attribute at this location, and its components are calculated according to 

equation 2.10 and 2.11 [28]: 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

A uniform temperature profile is assumed at inlet with 

(2.12) 

Figure 2.2 compares turbulent quantitative values at the entrance. Very close to 

the wall, viscosity effects dampen fluctuations, and in the outer region, kinetic energy is 

produced because of large velocity gradients, which, in tum, augment turbulence. Figure 

2.3 shows this augmentation over the ribs for a typical case study. 

025 

-- Inlet Eddy Dissipation 

0.5 
Y/H 

0.75 

.........• _) 

Figure 2.2 Turbulent kinetic energy and eddy dissipation at entrance boundary 
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Flow 
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Figure 2.3 Turbulent kinetic energy over the five ribs of the parametric study 
e/ H = 0.2, w/ H = 0.6,s / H = 0.6,ReH = 11649 

2.3.2 Exit Boundary 

At the exit, the flow field is provided with a uniform static pressure at this 

location. Its value is assumed to be atmospheric, equation 2.13. Figure 2.4 compares 

turbulent quantitative values at the exit (SST model). 

P = P r = 1 atm 
r~ 

(2.13) 

0.035 ,..----'"'-"'·-' · _wiH_••_·'·- ""- "-'·'-· 0
--'o,'--•

11
-
640
------, 

-- Exit Kinetic Energy -- ExltEddyDlsslpation 

0.01 

0.005 

Figure 2.4 Turbulent kinetic energy and eddy dissipation at exit boundary 
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2.3.3 Wall Boundary 

All walls in the channel are assumed to be adiabatic, with the exception of the top 

rib surface, where a constant uniform heat flux of 5000 WI m2 is applied. In addition, at 

all walls the velocity of the fluid is set to zero, no slip condition. In turbulent flows, an 

important key subject for accurate predictions of wall shear stress and the wall heat 

transfer is the treatment of flow close to the wall. This treatment is usually provided either 

by considering the wall function or by employing a low-Reynolds number model close to 

this region. 

In the wall function approach, it is assumed that flow close to the wall acts like a fully 

developed turbulent boundary layer. In this condition, the production term and dissipation 

term are dominant in the log-law region, ( 30 < y+ < 100 ). The convection term and 

diffusion term are ignored [29]. In the wall function approach, the first node adjacent to 

the wall should fall within the logarithmic region, where inertial and molecular viscous 

terms are negligible [32], and flow between this point and the wall is bridged by means of 

an empirical correlation. In other words, wall function ignores the influence of the inner 

region (laminar sublayer and buffer layer) on the development of a boundary layer. 

The main disadvantage of such an approach is that results are sensitive to the near wall 

meshing. This is especially true in low Reynolds number flows since the logarithmic layer 

thickness decreases so placing the first grid node within the logarithmic layer becomes 

more difficult. But on the other hand, wall functions help to save time and resources. 

Figure 2.5 shows the log-law layer extent for low and high Reynolds number flows [30]. 
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Figure 2.5 Log layer in a fully turbulent velocity profile 

for low Reynolds and high Reynolds number [30] 

In the alternative approach, grids are chosen sufficiently fine at the wall region, 

and the turbulent models close to this region are adjusted and modified to solve the flow 

field all the way down to the wall. These modified models are termed low-Reynolds 

number turbulent models, in contrast to high-Reynolds number turbulent models that use 

a wall function [29]. Figure 2.6 illustrates these two approaches. 

l Bridge Nea r Wall Region 

Wa ll Function 
High-Reynolds Turbul ent Models 

l 

Modified T urbulence Model 
Low-Reynolds Turbu lent Models 

Figure 2.6 Different near-wall approaches [31] 
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The automatic wall function uses the same definition for energy equation treatment as the 

scalable wall function, and it is defined as follows for momentum equation treatment 

[30]: 

[( ) 4 + ( )4 ]0.25 
UT = U r Viscous U T Logarithmic (2.19) 

where 

u 
u =- u 

r Viscous Y + ' T Logarithmic 

u 
(2.20) 

Figure 2.7 shows the shift of the automatic wall function between the viscous sublayer 

and the logarithmic layer for velocity profile when employing different grid resolutions 

[30]. 

Figure 2.7 Automatic wall function treatment for velocity profile [30] 
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2.4 Parameters to Be Studied 

The parametric study in this research involves four parameters. Three of these are 

the non-dimensional geometric parameters, 0.025 ~ e I H ~ 0.2, 0.1 ~ w I H ~ 0.6, and 

0.1 ~ s I H ~ 0.6. The fourth parameter, mean inlet air velocity, focuses on the 

hydrodynamic aspects of flow field, and it varies from 2 to 6 rn!s. This is equivalent to 

Reynolds range of 3883 ~ ReH ~ 11649, based on channel height. Each variable will be 

studied one at a time keeping all other variables constant. This research has taken into 

account all possible combinations among parameters ( Re H , e I H, w I H, and s I H ) 

while keeping channel height, H, constant and has performed 192 study cases. Table 2.1 

shows 24 of these study cases. The complete body of cases is presented in appendix A. 

Table 2.1 Study Cases of Parametric Study 

Study um [ml s] 
Dissipating 

eiH wiH siH ReH Power 
Case (Watts) 

1 0.025 0.100 0.100 2 3883 15 
2 0.025 0.100 0.100 4 7766 15 
3 0.025 0.100 0.100 6 11649 15 
4 0.025 0.100 0.200 2 3883 15 
5 0.025 0.100 0.200 4 7766 15 
6 0.025 0.100 0.200 6 11649 15 
7 0.025 0.100 0.300 2 3883 15 
8 0.025 0.100 0.300 4 7766 15 
9 0.025 0.100 0.300 6 11649 15 
10 0.025 0.100 0.600 2 3883 15 
11 0.025 0.100 0.600 4 7766 15 
12 0.025 0.100 0.600 6 11649 15 
13 0.025 0.200 0.100 2 3883 30 
14 0.025 0.200 0.100 4 7766 30 
15 0.025 0.200 0.100 6 11649 30 
16 0.025 0.200 0.200 2 3883 30 
17 0.025 0.200 0.200 4 7766 30 
18 0.025 0.200 0.200 6 11649 30 
19 0.025 0.200 0.300 2 3883 30 
20 0.025 0.200 0.300 4 7766 30 
21 0.025 0.200 0.300 6 11649 30 
22 0.025 0.200 0.600 2 3883 30 
23 0.025 0.200 0.600 4 7766 30 
24 0.025 0.200 0.600 6 11649 30 
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2.5 Grid Generation 

The numerical domain (grid) is created using version 10.0 ICEM-CFD software, 

and is provided fully structured. Gird in computational domain are selected to be coarse 

in the core region of the flow and fine near the walls. In the wall region, it is ensured that 

y+ is of order of unity (y+ ~ 1 ), an 

d at least 15 mesh points lie inside the boundary layer to ensure that the turbulent model 

works properly. Also, through the entire computational domain, the grid element aspect 

ratio (X/Y) lies between 0.1 and 10 so as to avoid numerical round-off errors [28]. 

Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show typical grids used in the parametric study and the corresponding 

y + value, respectively. 

Figure 2.8 Typical grids used in the parametric study 
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Figure 2.9 Typical y+ values along the ribbed wall 

ANSYS-CFX 10.0 is a three-dimensional solver. To provide a two-dimensional concept, 

the mesh is created in three-dimensions, but with only one element thickness in the Z 

direction, and then the symmetry condition is applied to the front and back faces of the 

computational domain. This condition is given by equation 2.21 [28]: 

U 0 d 8¢ =0 
n = , an an (2.21) 

Equation 2.21 simply states that the normal velocity component and scalar variable 

gradients normal to the symmetry plane are zero. In the physical sense, this condition 

mirrors the flow at the front and back faces of the computational domain. 

Mesh independency tests in the parametric study are done by comparing the 

average Nusselt number on each rib with the average Nusselt number on the next 

successive finer mesh. When the difference between two successive average Nusselt 

numbers was found to be less than one percent, then the results were accepted as mesh

independent. From this practice, the total number of nodes in the parametric study falls 
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between 295,780 and 555,820 for different study cases, and the total number of 

Hexahedron elements falls between 161,142 and 276,360. 

2.6 Turbulent Models 

There are two main reasons behind the decomposing of scalar variables in the 

Navier-Stokes equation into mean and fluctuating segments and time averaging this 

equation. The first is that mean values are usually of interest in engineering applications 

and the second is that ifwe were to solve all turbulent scales (time and space wise), we 

would need an extremely fine mesh and a very fine resolution in time. Turbulence models 

developed to assist engineers with these problems can be categorized as follows [29]: 

1. Algebraic Models: These models use an algebraic equation to approximate eddy 

viscosity. They use the Boussinesq assumption to estimate Reynolds stresses. 

2. One-Equation Models: These models solve a transport equation for a turbulent 

quantity like kinetic energy and use an algebraic expression to estimate a second 

turbulent quantity, for example Turbulent length scale. Then turbulent viscosity is 

obtained from Boussinesq assumption. 

3. Two-Equation Models: These models solve the two-transport equation for two 

scalar turbulent quantities, for example kinetic energy and eddy dissipation. The 

Reynolds stresses are then calculated by obtaining eddy viscosity from the two 

turbulent scalars and the Boussinesq assumption. 

4. Reynolds stress Models: These models derive a transport equation for Reynolds 

stress tensor components, uiu 
1 

• An extra transport equation is then added, for 

example eddy dissipation e , to obtain length scale of turbulence. 
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As an example, equation 2.22 shows the exact transport equation for turbulent 

kinetic energy. This equation contains many unknowns such as production term, turbulent 

diffusion terms, and dissipation term. These unknown terms, except for the pressure term, 

are then modeled to obtain modeled transport equation of turbulent kinetic energy, as in 

equation 2.23. Equation 2.24 shows the modeled equation for a boundary layer flow 

- - a a 
(V <<U and-<<-) [29]. 

ax ay 

apU
1
k 

axj 

'-y--J 
Convection 

'-y--J 
Convection 

a [- 1 ak J - auj au;aii; 
- ax ujp+ 2 pujuiui- Jl ax - puiuj ax - Jl ax ax 

J J J J J 

Turbulent Diffusion of 
pressure-velocity fluctuations, 

velocity fluctuations, and 
viscous diffusion 

'--y---J ~ 
Production Dissipation of 

kinetic energy 
into internal 

energy 

a [( p, J ak J [aui au1 J au, 2 ,_ aui k~ - p+-- +p, --+-- -- --px,---p-
axj ak ax1 ax1 ax1 ax1 3 axi I 

' "V' 1 L-y---1 

Diffusion Production Dissipation 

In which ak is the turbulent Prandtl number for turbulent kinetic energy. 

2 

a [( Jl Jak] (au] k~ By Jl + 0'~ By + Jlr By - p-1-
apU k apV k 
---"---+ = 

ax ay 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

In the current study, four turbulent models are selected, from which one will 

become the candidate turbulent model. This model should be qualified as being more 

capable of handling the physics of the flow and convective heat transfer in a two

dimensional ribbed channel. These models are chosen based on literature information, as 
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shown earlier, and they are used frequently in thermal management packages. These 

models are the standard k- 6 model, RNG k- 6 model, Shear Stress Transport (SST) 

model, and Reynolds Stress ( ro based) model. The following brief describes the main 

characteristics of each model; Reference [28] provides a detailed description of each 

model. 

2.6.1 Standard k- 6 Model 

The standard k- 6 model is a semi-empirical model, based on transport equations 

for the turbulence kinetic energy, k , and dissipation rate, 6 . This model assumes that 

flow is fully turbulent [28]; that is, the boundary layer behaves like a turbulent boundary 

layer. Under this condition, the inertial terms and molecular or viscous stresses 

(comparing to eddy viscosity) are negligible in the asymptotic limit of the inner viscous 

layer and the outer defect layer, which we know as the logarithmic layer [32]. Moreover, 

in a high Reynolds number flow, the rate at which large eddies extract energy from the 

mean flow is exactly the same as the rate of energy transfer to small dissipating eddies. 

Equation 2.25 and 2.26 define the velocity, .[), and length scale, I, of the large scale 

turbulence, respectively [33]: 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

The k- 6 model is successful for a large variety of different flow situations, but it lacks 

sensitivity to adverse pressure gradients. This condition causes the model to over-predict 

shear stresses and, hence, separations in the flow can be delayed or completely prevented 
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[34]. The turbulence kinetic energy, k, and its rate of dissipation, 8, are formulated as 

follows [28]: 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

in which cf.l =0.09, ak =1.0, a& =1.3, c&l =1.44 ,and c&2 =1.92 are k-8 turbulent 

model constant, and ~ is the shear production term of turbulence defined as [28]: 

P. _ (a vi BU1 J aui 2 k aui k -f.lt --+-- -- --p --
ax} axi ax1 3 axi 

'-------v ~ ~ 
Turbulent Shear Turbulent Normal 

stresses Production stresses Production 

(2.30) 

It should be noted that in the transport equation of dissipation rate, 8, the regions 

of flow where low turbulence exists, both k and 8 approach zero, and this appears to be a 

2 

problem because the destruction term in equation 2.28 includes ~ [29]. A remedy to this 
k 

problem is that both k and 8 quantities go to zero at the wall with a correct rate. This can 

be achieved by introducing a dampening function in the eddy viscosity term, ff.l . The 
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k- & model that uses a dampening function are referred to as low Reynolds k- & models. 

The dampening function term is of the order of O(y-1
) close to the wall, and approaches 

unity away ( y+ ~ 30) from the wall. 

Moreover, in both transport equations 2.27 and 2.28, k and & quantities are isotropic 

(independent of direction). This fact is obvious from equation 2.30, where turbulent 

- - - 1 
normal stress terms2 

(- pu 2
, -pv2

, -pw2
) are each given an equal - weight to account 

3 

for kinetic energy. The boundary conditions for the standard k - & turbulent model are as 

follows [33]: 

Entrance: Distribution of k and & are given in section 2.2.1 

Exit: 8k = 0 and as = 0 
an an (2.31) 

2 . 3 

Solid Walls: Scalable Wall function, k = fr;-- , & = __!!_r_, and 
\}CJI K Yw 

2.6.2 RNG k-e Model 

The RNG-based k- & turbulence model is derived from the instantaneous 

Navier-Stokes equations using a mathematical technique called renormalization group 

(RNG) method. This method results in a model with different constants from those in the 

standard k - & model. But the transport equation for turbulent generation and dissipation 

2 Although this term is zero, due to the continuity equation (fluid is assumed incompressible) it has been 
included for clarification. 
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remains the same. A more comprehensive description of RNG theory and its application 

to turbulence can be found in [28]. 

D _ [aui BU1 Jaui 2 kaui 
rk -p -+-- -- --p -1 Bx1 Bx; Bx1 3 Bx; 

k2 
Jlr = p C 11 RNG e 

where 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

CpRNG =0.085, (J'kRNG =0.7179, (J'&RNG =0.7179, C 81 RNG =1.42- / 11 , and C82 RNG =1.68 

and where f, is defined as: 

1](1-~) 
Ill= 4.383 , 1J = ~ 

(1 + /JRJVG 1] ) p ell RNG [J 

(2.36) 
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2.6.3 k- (J) Model 

The Wilcox k- (J) model solves two transport equations. The turbulent kinetic 

energy, k, and the specific dissipation rate, (J), (turbulent frequency) are formulated as 

follows [30]: 

k 
f.lt;:::: p

(J) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

m which J3' = 0.09, a= 5/9, J3 = 0.075, ak = 2, and a w = 2 are dimensionless 

constants. Comparing with c equation of 2.28, the turbulent production term in turbulent 

frequency (J) of equation 2.38 does not include k, and the turbulent diffusion term in this 

equation simply goes to zero as k approaches zero. Overall, the k- (J) turbulent model 

performs significantly better under an adverse pressure gradient than the k- c model, the 

low Reynolds version with damping function. And since the k- (J) turbulent model does 

not employ a damping function in the near wall region, it has a significant advantage in 

numerical stability [34]. Another important advantage of the k- (J) turbulent model is 
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that it needs a resolution of y+ < 2 near the walls, while a k- e turbulent model (low 

Reynolds version) typically requires a near wall resolution of y+ < 0.2 [28]. On the other 

hand, this model has shown to have a strong dependency of results on the free stream 

values of m1 [35]. This means that, depending on the values specified for OJ at the inlet, 

results could differ substantially [28]. The boundary conditions for the standard k- OJ 

turbulent model are given as follows [32] and [34]: 

Entrance: 

Exit: 

Solid Walls: 

2 

Distribution of k are given in section 2.2.1 and m1 = ~ ~ 
-v fJ' Ueo 

ak = 0 and am = 0 
an an 

2 

(2.41) 

Wall function is given in section 2.2.3, k = ufo, , and OJ= .Ji" 
'\1 fJ' fJ' K Yw 

At solid walls, the above boundary condition tends to infinity for OJ close to the wall, as 

k ~ 0. Close to the wall, to derive a boundary condition for OJ , the largest terms in a 

specific dissipation rate equation are viscous diffusion and destruction. Equation 2.38 

close to the wall simplifies to [29]: 

a [ am] 2 0= - p- -fJp OJ 
axj axj 

(2.42) 

h. h . 6v w tc gtves; OJ = --
2 fly 

(2.43) 

Close to the wall, OJ is usually not solved, and for y+ < 2.5 it is calculated from equation 

2.43. The k- OJ turbulent model in this case is referred to as the low Reynolds number 

k- OJ model [29]. 
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2.6.4 Shear Stress Transport (SST) Model 

The Shear Stress Transport (SST) model combines the k- OJ turbulent model to 

work at the wall and the k- & turbulent model to work in the bulk flow. To ensure a 

smooth transition between the two models, SST employ~ a blending function ( F; ) based 

on the distance to the nearest surface and on flow variables [28]. F; has a value of 1 

close to the surface, and zero in the outer part and free shear flows. A value of 1 activates 

the k- OJ model, and a value of zero activates the k- & model. This approach utilizes the 

well near wall performance of the k- OJ model without the potential of introduced error 

due to the free stream sensitivity of the model [30]. Figure 2.10 shows how this blending 

function works in the computational domain. 

First Blending Function f or SST model 

0 O. D41 O. OS3 0 . 12~ (m) 

~ 

(a) 

( .. 

l_:. , 

;;; 
'8 
::!i ... :z 0.75 

c: 
0 

~ 0.5 
c: 
::J 
LL 

"' c: 
=g 0.25 

ill 
e 
u:: 

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 

Case 1 
x=36 (mm) 

1 

vto 

(b) 

1.25 1.5 1.75 2 

1.25 1.5 1.75 2 

Figure 2.1 0 Blending function between k- OJ and k- & models 

(a) A typical case in parametric study (b) Direct Numerical Simulation with periodic 

stream wise boundary condition (section 3.2) 
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In addition to the first blending function, the SST model uses a second blending function 

( F2 ) that makes it different from an eddy viscosity model. This difference comes from the 

way in which the SST model handles eddy viscosity in the near wall region and outer 

boundary layer region. In the near wall region, eddy viscosity is modeled on Bradshaw's 

assumption that the shear stress in a boundary layer is proportional to the turbulent kinetic 

energy. In the outer free shear layer, the eddy viscosity is computed as its original 

formulation based on the Boussinesq assumption [34]. Figure 2.11 shows how this 

blending function applies in the computational domain. 

(I 

Second Blending Function for SST model 

0 . 042 0 . 083 0 . 125 (m) 
l:. . 

Figure 2.11 Blending function for different eddy viscosity formulations 

Perhaps the SST model is named because of the definition of the modified turbulent 

viscosity to account for the transport of the principal turbulent shear stress3
, which gives 

the SST model an advantage in terms of performance over both the standard k- m model 

and the standard k- & model. The two eddy viscosity definitions are as follows [30]: 

3 Although this is still isotropic and, hence, works better for higher Reynolds number flows 
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riJ = -pu;u1 = 0.31p k and 
0.3lk 

f-lt = p------;=,.---
max(aJaJ ; .fiSF;) 

and 
k 

Jlr = p
aJ 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

Equation 2.44 introduces a feature of the SST model that is an upper band limit in the 

shear stress boundary layer, in order to avoid excessive shear stress levels4
• In this 

equation, S is the absolute value of the strain rate and F; is defined according to 

equation 2.46 [30]: 

F; = tanh( arg~) , _ [ 2Jk . 500v] arg2 - max , 2 fJ'm y Y m 
(2.46) 

The formulation of the Shear Stress Turbulent model is as follows [30]: 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

4 This usually happens with Boussinesq eddy viscosity models [30] 
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in which clim = 1 0 is a limiter that does not affect the shear layer performance but 

prevents build-up of turbulence in stagnation regions. The coefficients with subscript 3 

are a linear combination of the k - m model with subscript 1, and the transformed k - 8 

model with subscript 2. This function is defined as follows [28]: 

(2.50) 

where rp1, rp2 , and rp3 represent the coefficients used in k- m , k- 8 , and SST models, 

respectively. Other dimensionless constants are fJ' = 0.09 ,a1= 5/9 , {31 = 0.075, 

ak1 =2,am1 =2, a 2=0.44, /32 =0.0828, ak2 =1, and am2 =1/0.856. The blending 

function F; is defined as [28]: 

F; = tanh(arg{) 

in which· 

The SST turbulent model uses the following boundary conditions [34]: 

Entrance: 

Exit: 

2 

Distributions of k are given in section 2.2.1 and m1 = :0, ~ 
vfl' Ueo 

ok = 0 and om = 0 
on on 

Solid Walls: Automatic Wall function, k = 0 , and m = 10 
6
v 

2 f31(!1y) 

44 
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2.6.5 Reynolds Stress Model (RSM/SMC) 

The most elaborate and complex classical turbulence model (in this study) is the 

Reynolds stress equation model (RSM), also called second moment closure (SMC) [33]. 

This model benefits from directional effects of Reynolds stresses by solving the transport 

equation for each individual term of Reynolds stress tensor (six terms)5 and another 

equation for the dissipation rate. Because of their high computational cost, therefore, 

Reynolds stress models are not as popular as the one- and two-equation models. There 

are many versions of the Reynolds Stress model, and the one used in the current study is 

the Wilcox Stress-Omega model. This model, with automatic wall function, allows a 

more accurate treatment near the wall based on the grid resolution used. The following 

equations describe the OJ -based Reynolds stress model [28]: 

k 
f..lt = p

OJ 

where 

a [( f..l1 ) am] m 2 - p+- -- +a-~ -f3p OJ 
axk (}" axk k 

5 This is because Reynolds stress tensor is symmetric 
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-aU -aU. 1 
P =uuk--1 +u.uk--1 , P=-P.kk 

u I ax 1 ax 2 
\... k k ../ 

v 

(2.56) 

Production Tensor of Reynolds Stresses 

Modeled Pressure-Strain Correlation 

-auk -auk 
D =uuk--+u.uk--u , ax J ax. 

J I 

(2.58) 

In the above equations (Y. = 2, (Y = 2, p = 0.075, a= 5/9, P' = 0.09, a= (8+C2)/11, 

,8 = (8C2- 2)/11, r = (60C2 -4)/ 55, CI = 1.8, and c2 = 0.52 are constants. 
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Chapter Three 

Choosing a Turbulence Model 
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3.1 Introduction 

This study has used direct numerical simulation (DNS) to compare between the 

previous turbulent models and two sets of experimental data to examine the accuracy of 

candidate turbulent model. The direct numerical simulation [36] was used to investigate 

the capabilities of each turbulent model in capturing the structure of heat and flow field in 

the ribbed channel with heated blocks. Of the two experiments, both were used to 

examine the precision of the turbulent models. One [37] was used to assess the sensitivity 

of each turbulent model to predict an appropriate heat transfer profile. The second 

experiment [38] helped in determining how the SST turbulent model performs and 

predicts under a high element-to-channel height aspect ratio (effect of stream curvature, 

3D) as a sensitive case. 

3.2 Applicability of Turbulent Models for the Present Study 

In this section, the standard k- & , k- (J), SST, and RSM are analytically 

compared in terms of accuracy. In addition, important points of flow within a ribbed 

channel structure are briefly examined, including first rib windward face stagnation point, 

and recirculation region. To compare turbulent models, the production terms of Reynolds 

stresses are selected and compared. Equations 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 restate this term for each 

model: 

k-s And k-(J) Model (3.1) 
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SST Model: (3.2) 

RSMModel: _ (- oUJ - oU;J P - -p u uk - - + u uk --
IJ , a J ~-

x k ~.Ak 
(3.3) 

3.2.1 Stagnation Point 

The stagnation point on the first rib windward face is shown in figure 3.1 

(approximate location) [39]. At this location, u2 ~ v2 
, and the production due to normal 

stresses is zero [29]. The production term due to - pu2 and - pv 2 stresses for each 

turbulent model according to equations 3.1 , 3 .2, and 3.3 are: 

Inlet 
Approximate 
Location of 

Stagnation Point 

Figure 3.1 Approximate location of stagnation 

Point on the windward face of first rib 
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k-& And k-w Model (3.4) 

SST Model: (3.5) 

RSMModel: (3.6) 

Due to continuity ( a U = - a V ), and u2 ~ v2 
, the above simplifies to: ax ay 

k- & And k - w Model (3.7) 

SST Model: (3.8) 

RSM Model [29]: (3.9) 

These values show that the k- & And k- w models over-predict the production term at 

this point, but that SST and RSM are capable of handling the production term 

appropriately. 
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3.2.2 Recirculation Region 

In the recirculation region, figure 3 .2, concave and convex streamlines are present 

where the entire Reynolds stress tensor, shear and normal, is important [29]. The 

production term before distortion, as long as it is parallel to the wall, is a result of the 

a u term, and in a distorted area both a u and a v contribute to the production term. 
cy cy fu 

According to equations 3.1 , 3.2, and 3.3, the production terms for- pii 2 
, - pv2

, and 

- p uv stresses give: 

Streamline 
r .-------

Flow Direction 

Figure 3.2 Concave and convex streamlines 

k- & and k-OJ model: 

(3.1 0) 

(3 .11) 

- p uv : P. _ [l a u a V J a u [ a u a V J a V] k -JLr - - +-- --+ - - + - - --ay ax cy cy ax ax (3.12) 
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SST Model: 

-pu2: 

-pv2: 

-puv: 

RSMModel: 

-pu2: 

-pv2: 

-puv: 

P,~0.3Jp{a: +a; J 

P, =0.3Jp k[ a;+ a: J 

au 
~=0.31pk-

ay 

-BU 
pij =-2p uv ay 

-BV 
P =-2p vu-

u ax 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

Let us assume a~o > 0, and Ur = 0 in the convex portion of the streamline. This 

assumption dictates that fluctuations in the radial direction according to equation 3.19 

(instantaneous inviscid momentum) will be dampened (stabilizing effect) [29]. 

r ar 
(3.19) --=-
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In the RSM model, a decrease in magnitude of the - /iJ 2 or - ~2 term will give a 

negative feedback to - p uv and decrease its value. This process continues, and hence, 

this model can handle stabilizing and destabilizing effects. In the SST model, a decrease 

in the magnitude of - pu2 or - pv2 also gives a negative feedback to - puv 

1 (- -) ( k = 
2 

u2 + v2 
) and decreases its value. Although the SST model is shown to be capable 

of managing stabilizing and destabilizing effects, unlike RSM, it is not sensitive to av ax 
gradients in the flow (height aspect ratio) similar to the situation discussed in [18]. 

Among turbulence models, k - c and k - OJ models show no sensitivity for stabilizing 

and destabilizing effects, a drawback that makes them inappropriate models for solving 

flows with concave or convex (not parallel) streamlines. 

3.3 Comparison with Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) 

3.3.1 Problem Definition 

The two dimensional flow and heat transfer between two infinite parallel plates 

has been solved numerically using ANSYS CFX I 0.0. The geometry of the domain used 

is shown in figure 3.3, where the origin of the coordinate system is located at middle of 

the lower plate. The upper plate is smooth, while on the lower plate six ribs of heighte 

and length w are spaced a distance s from each other. The two plates are separated by a 

distance H (channel height) and are kept at constant temperature. The upper cold plate is 

maintained at uniform temperature of oo C ( ~ = oo C), while the lower hot plate is 

maintained at a higher temperature of 50° C (I;,= 50° C). Different rib heights, e , have 

been used in the current study as shown in table 3.1. The rib length, spacing between ribs, 
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entrance length ( LEnterance ), and exit length ( LExit) were fixed at 3, 9, 4.5 and 4.5 mm, 

respectively. 

28 

Cold Upper Plate, I;;= 0° C 

§ ............... ~~.T..~····-····················································-······· 
0 
M 

~ 

s=9mm 

Hot Lower Ribbed Plate, T;, = 50° C 

Figure 3.3 The geometry of the problem 

Table 3.1 Different Cases of the 
Study Case Number Case 1 Case2 Case3 

Element Height e [mm] 3 1.5 0.75 

Case4 

0 

Flow at inlet and exit of the computational domain is assumed fully developed turbulent 

flow. This condition is maintained by applying periodic boundary conditions at both the 

inlet and the exit. The flow is induced through the channel by applying mean pressure 

gradient of 1.886110 [Palm] from the inlet to the exit of the domain. This pressure 

gradient was applied as a source term in the stream-wise direction momentum equation. 

For all meshes used in this study, the y+ values were taken as order of unity. Mesh 

independent solutions were obtained for all turbulent models using structured mesh, with 

high densities in the vicinity of walls in order to capture the higher gradients of both 
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hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layers in this region. The total number of 

hexahedron elements in the computational domain was about 115,000. 

3.3.2 Results and Discussions 

Mean velocity streamlines, obtained using the four turbulence models, are shown 

in Figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 for rib-height to channel-height ratios (el H) ofO.l, 0.05, and 

0.025 m, respectively, and for a Reynolds number based on friction velocity and channel 

halfwidth (Rer) of approximately 150. The rib width and spacing between ribs are kept 

constant at w I H = 0.1 and s I H = 0.3, respectively. Corresponding DNS results, shown 

along with each case, reveal that for the highest rib, case 1, two vortices are occupying 

the enclosure between the ribs. The centre of the larger vortex is shifted towards the 

downward face of the rib, while the smaller is confined to the corner between the leeward 

face of the rib and the bottom wall. This feature is well captured by both the SST and m

RSM turbulence model, while for the k-e and RNG k-e models the larger vortex is shifted 

toward the opposite (upward) face of the rib, as shown in Figure 3.4. For the second case, 

e I H = 0.05, shown in figure 3 .5, the smaller vortex no longer exists and the larger one is 

stretched within the enclosure between ribs with its centre moving toward the upward 

face of the rib. The SST model is still capable of capturing this feature along with the 

m-RSM model. The same take place in case 3, e I H = 0.025, as shown in Figure 3.6, 

where unlike the SST and m-RSM models, the k-e and RNG k-e models fails to cope up 

with the change in the structure of the vortices formed in the enclosure between ribs. 

The contours of the mean temperature obtained from the present work DNS study for the 

same three cases mentioned above are shown in figure 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 compared with 

the DNS solution from [36]. The temperature contours are closely packed at the front 

corners of the ribs, indicating higher heat transfer rates at these locations. This 

observation is not only shown by the DNS results [36] but also confirmed in the 

experimental work by Liou et al. [40]. This phenomenon is captured by both the SST and 

the m-RSM model, while the k-e and RNG k-e models could not capture this phenomenon. 
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However, the temperature contours of e I H = 0.05, case 2, (figure 3.8) computed using 

the SST and w-RSM models, show a more stratified manner than those captured by DNS, 

where a wavy pattern upstream of the rib is apparent. 
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Figure 3.4: Streamlines of mean velocity (e/H = 0.1, w/H = 0.1 and s/H = 0.3) 
(a) DNS [36](b)k -& (c) RNG k- e (d) SST (e) w-RSMturbulent models. 
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Figure 3.5: Streamlines of mean velocity (e/H = 0.05, w!H = 0.1 and s/H = 0.3) 
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The velocity profiles at the middle of the channel for the three cases studied along with 

the no-ribbed case (e/H=O) is shown in Figure 3.10. This figure reveal once more that 

both the co-RSM and SST model perform better than the k- 8 and RNG k- 8 models 

because they are able to capture the recirculation zones in the enclosures between ribs. 

However, these models have not yet revealed the physics of the flow in detail, as can be 

seen by comparing the velocity profiles of case 1 ,2, and 3 obtained by DNS with those 

obtained by the candidate models, Figures 3.10-c, 3.10-d, and 3.10-e. The DNS results 

show asymmetry of the velocity profile, while the candidate models show a more 

symmetric profile than that of the DNS. On the other hand, the velocity profiles from 

DNS exhibit a shift in cases 1 and 2 for maximum velocity occurrence towards the upper 

wall as the rib to channel height ratio, e I H , increases, Figure 3.1 0-a . Figure 3.1 0-b 

shows the resemblance between the profiles obtained using the SST model with that 

obtained from DNS, figure 3.10-a. Moreover, the k-e and RNG k-8 models are 

clearly unable to see an adverse pressure gradient on the ribbed wall. 

The profiles of turbulent quantities such as turbulent energy, Reynolds shear stress, and 

turbulent intensity are plotted at the middle of the channel in figures 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15 

respectively. Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show that turbulence is promoted near the walls by 

increasing the element height. As shown the standard k- e and RNG k - e models over

predict turbulent Reynolds shear stress value at the ribbed wall region compared with 

DNS results. This over-prediction is due to the fact that these models over predict the 

production term at stagnation points region (section 2.7.1). This behaviour clearly makes 

these models - with the use of wall function - unsuitable for solving such problems. On 

the other hand the SST and co-RSM models show turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent 

shear stress profiles more or less flattened close to the walls. This behaviour is related to 

eddy viscosity that is nearly zero close to walls (laminar flow regions) as shown in figure 

3.11. In figure 3.15, the turbulent intensity profile exhibit an over-predicted value at the 

ribbed wall region in the standard k- e and RNG k- e models, while the co-RSM and 

SST model predict a more realistic trend for this quantity. On the other hand, although the 

w-RSM and SST turbulent models have a more acceptable behaviour for turbulent 
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Figure 3.10: Velocity profiles at the middle of channel (x=36 [mm]) (a) DNS [36], 
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(f) case 4, (e/H=O) 
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quantities (figures 3.13, and 3.14) such as turbulent energy and Reynolds shear stress, 

they under-predict the values obtained from the DNS. This behaviour could be attributed 

to under predicting the production term (section 3.2) in these models due to under 

predicted velocity gradient as shown in figure 3.12. Also, flow structure close to the walls 

is three dimensional while this study is assuming a two-dimensional flow which might be 

a possible explanation for lower value predictions. 

Figure 3.11 Eddy viscosity profile at x=36 [mm], case 1 (e/H=O.J) 
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Figure 3.12 Velocity profiles near the lower hot ribbed wall 

at x=36 [mm], case 1 (e/H=O.J) 
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Figure 3.16: Turbulent heat flux profile at the middle of channel (x=36 [mm]) (a) DNS [36], 
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Figure 3.17: Mean temperature profile at the middle of channel (x=36 [mm]) (a) DNS [36], 
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The turbulent heat flux profiles for the four case studies obtained using different 

turbulent models are shown in figure 3 .16. Compared with DNS results the k- 6 and the 

RNG k- & models are still over predicting the DNS values, however, the SST and the 

ro-RSM models are predicting the DNS profile very well especially for lower rib height. 

Figure 3.17 shows the dimensionless temperature profiles from different turbulent models 

compared with that from DNS. This is the only case where the SST and the m-RSM 

models over predict the DNS results while the k- & and RNG k- 6 models match the 

DNS results much better. 

3.4 Comparison with Experimental Data 

The flow and heat transfer between two infinite parallel smooth plates (two

dimensional channel) is solved numerically and the results obtained using different 

turbulence models are compared with previous experimental [37] results. 

Figure 3.18 shows the geometry of the problem solved. The origin of the coordinate 

system is at the lower comer of the channel entrance. The channel height is 

H = 300 [mm] and its length is L=841 mm. The channel walls are adiabatic, except for 

the portion in the middle of the lower wall of length 441 mm that is exposed to a constant 

heat flux of 750 WI m2 K [15]. Two unheated portion at entrance and exit of the channel 

are each of length LEnterance = LExit =200 mm. Air enters the channel as a fully developed 

turbulent flow with a mean velocity of U m = 1 0 m Is and follows the one-seventh-power 

law, Equation 2.1, with ambient temperature of I;ntet = T,.ef = 26.15° C [ 15]. 
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Figure 3.18 Schematic geometry of the first problem 

Another geometry used in the comparison with the experimental data of [37], 

differs from the first in that the constant heat flux portion of lower channel wall is 

exchanged for a rib configuration. In the second geometry, heat flux is applied only on 

the top surface of the ribs, as shown in figure 3.19. 
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Figure 3.19 Second geometry ofthe second problem 
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For all meshes used, the y+ values were in the order of unity. Mesh-independent 

solutions were sought for all models using structured meshe, with high mesh densities in 

the vicinity of walls in order to resolve the high gradients of both hydrodynamic and 

thermal boundary layers. In this practice, the total number of hexahedron elements was 

about 150,000 for the first problem and about 220,000 for the second problem. 

3.4.1 Results and Discussions 

Figure 3.20 and 3.21 show wall heat transfer coefficient profiles on the constant 

heat flux segments of the lower channel wall for the first and second geometries, 

respectively. Numerical data in both figures display a fall in the wall heat transfer 

coefficient (instead of having a zero value) at the margin of constant heat flux and lower 

wall adiabatic condition, because of the existence of singularity points in the numerical 

solution. 

Heat transfer coefficient profiles in both figures show that both the SST and the w-RSM 

turbulence model are closer to the previous data than k-e and RNG k-e models. The 

turbulence heat transfer solution depends not only on the turbulent models (k-e, RNG k-e, 

SST, and w-RSM) but also on turbulent Prandtl number, Pr
1

, which is taken as a constant 

value of0.9 through this work. 
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3.5 Comparison with Previous Experimental Data 

3.5.1 Problem Description 

Figure 3.22 depicts the geometry of this problem. The origin of the coordinate 

system is located at the lower comer of the channel entrance. The two plates are a 

distance H = 44.9 [ mm] apart (channel height), and are adiabatic except for the ribs of 

the lower channel wall that are exposed to a constant heat flux of 1199.622 WI m2 K 

applied to the sides and top surface of ribs [38]. The entrance length ( LEnterance) and exit 

length ( LExit) are 200 mm and 400 mm respectively. Air enters the channel with fully 

developed turbulent velocity profile that follows the one-seventh-power law, Equation 

2.1, and at ambient temperature ( T;ntet = Tref = 25° C). Reynolds number based on the 

hydraulic diameter (78.277 mm) is varied from 2600 to 13000. The number of ribs used 

in this case was five ribs [38]. 

Constant Heat Flux 

y 

( ) 

Figure 3.22 Schematic geometry of the experimental problem 

For all meshes used, the values of y+were in the order of unity. Mesh-independent 

solutions were sought for the SST model with Reynolds number of 13000 using 
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structured meshes with higher mesh densities in the vicinity of walls. In this practice, the 

total number of hexahedron elements was about 125,000. 

3.5.2 Results and Discussions 

Table 3.2 shows the tabulated data obtained from experiments [38] and the 

numerical results of the current study using the SST turbulent model to show the 

percentage error associated with the model. As shown, within the transition range [38] 

( 2600 ~ Re H ~ 4300) the experimental data and numerical results have a large 

discrepancy over all of the rows. In the turbulent flow regime ( Re H > 4300 ), however, 

the discrepancies are concentrated on the first, second, and last row, where streamlines 

are distorted. Also, the average Nusselt number is shown to be closer to experiments at 

the middle of the channel, where flow is more stratified. 

The reason for the difference may be that the SST model lacks accuracy for high aspect 

ratio elements [18]. As shown in section 2.7.2, the model's mathematical structure is 

insensitive to oV velocity gradient. In addition, the flow encountering the first two ribs ax 
and leaving the last rib has strong three-dimensional characteristics. As shown in figure 

3.23, the vortices interfere which other and multipair together. This process extracts 

energy from the higher to the lower energy vortices and mixes the flow downstream of 

the step, which causes rapid growth of the shear layer. The region downstream of the 

splitter plate has a high velocity gradient, and flow upstream of reattachment point is 

shown to have a fully three-dimensional turbulent structure [41]. 
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ReH 
Number 

2600 

4300 

6000 

7000 

8000 

9000 

10000 

11000 

12000 

13000 

Table 3.2 Top surface average Nusselt number over the of five ribs 

Nusselt 
First Second Third Fourth 

Number 
Obstacle Obstacle Obstacle Obstacle 

Based on 
Values and Values and Values and Values and 

Discrepancy Discrepancy Discrepancy Discrepancy 

Experimental 30.77 31.45 25.87 24.21 
58% 19% 25% 31% 

Numerical 12.97 25.53 19.45 16.64 

Experimental 43.74 42.64 36.64 33.n 
50% 7% 20% 25% 

Numerical 21.75 39.47 29.57 25.43 

Experimental 49.64 44.25 37.63 34.24 

Numerical 
39% 16% 3% 3% 

30.32 51.50 38.60 33.37 

Experimental 57.61 49.64 42.97 38.94 

Numerical 
39% 17% 1% 3% 

35.26 58.02 43.60 37.79 

Experimental 65.32 54.84 48.19 43.52 
39% 17% 0% 3% 

Numerical 40.16 64.30 48.42 42.08 

Experimental 72.97 59.87 53.33 48.00 
39% 17% Oo/o 4% 

Numerical 44.91 70.35 53.09 46.23 

Experimental 80.56 64.77 58.39 52.41 

Numerical 
39% 18% 1% 4% 

49.51 76.25 57.64 50.29 

Experimental 88.11 69.54 63.38 56.74 
39% 18% 2% 4% 

Numerical 53.92 82.02 62.09 54.25 

Experimental 95.62 74.21 68.30 61.00 
39% 18% 3% 5% 

Numerical 58.18 87.69 66.45 58.14 

Experimental 103.09 78.n 73.17 65.21 
40% 18% 3% 5% 

Numerical 62.24 93.20 70.65 61.91 

Figure 3.23 Instantaneous streamlines for flow over a 

flat plate with plate separator [ 41] 
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Figure 3.24 shows the flow over backward facing step. In this kind of flow, the separated 

shear layer rapidly dives down and forms a sharp curve. In this process, part of the shear 

layer detours upstream into the recirculation zone because of the downstream adverse 

pressure gradient. In the recirculation region, the back-flow velocity usually exceeds 20% 

of the free stream flow [41], which shows there are high interactions in this region. 

H 
j_ 

SHEAR LAVER 

t----• X 
RECIRCULATION 

lONE· 

TIME AVERAG~D 
DIVIDING 
STAl:.AMLINE 

REATTACHMENT 
ZONE 

Figure 3.24 Characteristics ofbackward step flow [41] 

3.6 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The lack of sensitivity of both k- & and RNG k- & models to the adverse 

pressure gradients, separation, and, hence, the ability to capture phenomena such as those 

accruing in two-dimensional ribbed channel flow fields is mainly because these two 

models use wall functions to bridge the viscous sub-layer rather than solving for it. This 

characteristic means that they are not good choices for flow with separation, circulation, 

and reattachment. Better choices are the Omega Reynolds Stress Model ( ro-RSM) and the 
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Shear Stress Transport model (SST) as they both equally exhibit a reasonable prediction 

of flow and thermal fields for the cases investigated in the current study. 

Since ro-RSM is computationally more demanding, given that it solves more equations 

than the SST model with no significant improvement, it is recommended to use the Shear 

Stress Transport (SST) model to capture the features related to the flow and heat transfer 

of a convective flow field in a two-dimensional ribbed channel. 

Although publications such that [ 42] claim that the SST model has a significant 

advantage in non-equilibrium boundary layer flows - including heat transfer predictions -

this model needs to be tested further in more complex flow regimes, such as those which 

arise with more populated boards and with different heat fluxes as occurs with real 

thermal packages, in order to confirm its ability to handle such complex flows. 
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Chapter Four 

Results and Discussion 
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4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter turbulent flow and heat transfer in the ribbed channel are 

parametrically studied. The dimensions, such as element height, e element width, w and 

step width, s used in the parametric study, are normalized with respect to the channel 

height, H. In addition, throughout the chapter, temperature is presented in dimensionless 

form corresponding to equation 4.1. 

T* = _(T_-_T----'ref'--) (4.1) 

where Tref is reference/inlet temperature, Tref = 25° C • The governing equations and all 

boundary conditions are described in detail and set as discussed in chapter two

mathematical modeling. 

(!) 
t) 

J 
Entrance Length 

3.33 

Channel U er Wall 

w 

Figure 4.1 Geometry ofthe parametric study 
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4.2 Effect of Reynolds Number 

To study the effect of Reynolds number on the flow and heat transfer field, the 

parameters such as the rib and channel dimensions were kept constant. The only variable 

was the mean inlet velocity. As Reynolds number increases, the nature of stratified 

streamlines above the first element changes. 
0 . 4 
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~ 0 .2 
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Figure 4.2 Streamline contours through the ribbed channel at different Reynolds number 
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At ReH = 7766, the streamlines at the top of the first element form a circulation region 

which extends into the first step. This circulation traps the heat and prevents it from being 

removed by the free stream flow, and consequently the average Nusselt number decreases 

[9]. Increasing Reynolds number further,ReH =11649, the circulation zone continues 

developing, keeping the heat above the first element to interact freely with the free 

stream. Since both the circulation region and free stream flow rotate and move faster heat 

is more easily transferred and Nusselt number increases compared with the case of 

ReH = 7766. 

Forming the circulation region with mcrease of flow rate is due to higher velocity 

gradients in both the vertical and the horizontal direction. The circulation region on the 

"""* top surface of the first element is as a result of vorticity vector, OJ . The vorticity vector 

of a fluid element is related to velocity gradients by the following equation: [ 43] 

"""* 
OJ=VxU (4.2) 

The component of this vorticity vector are: 

Ow Ov 
OJ=---

X 8y az' 
Ov Ow 

OJ=---
y Bz ax' 

Ov au 
OJz =---

Ox 8y 
(4.3) 

in which mz is the major component responsible for forming the circulation zone above 

the first element. The velocity gradients of this component are found to be maximum at 

on the sharp edge of the first element. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the velocity vectors on 

the row of elements. In figure 4.3, velocity vectors are colored by change of the vertical 

component of the velocity, while figure 4.4 shows the same profiles with respect to 

stream-wise change of the velocity component. Circulation, by definition, is a flux of 

vorticity through an arbitrary loop-bounded surface, equation 4.4 [43]. This flux is found 

to be maximum at on the face edge ofthe first element. 
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(4.4) 

e/H=0.1 w/H=0.2 s/H=0.2 Re"=7766 
....---.....,....,..-

:I: >= 0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

X/H 

Figure 4.3 Velocity profile coloured by change in vertical component ofvelocity 

e/H=0.1 w/H=0.2 s/H=0.2 

5.5 
X/H 

Figure 4.4 Velocity profile colored by change in the stream wise component ofvelocity 
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Contours of static pressure shown in figure 4.5 shows that the pressure in the domain and 

especially on the first element changes in both the axial and normal directions. 
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Figure 4.5 Relative static pressure contours at different Reynolds number [Pa] 
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Both changes are the result of detouring the flow by first row of elements. As the velocity 

increases, the pressure gradient in both directions increases. That is on the front and 

backward comers of the first element as well as in the vertical direction above. A positive 

stream-wise pressure gradient, when strong enough, breaks the shear layer above the first 

element [9]. The positive vertical pressure gradient prevents the broken shear layer from 

detaching and merging into the main stream by pushing the flow down towards the top 

surface of the element. Incorporating these effects simultaneously yields the circulation 

region above the first element. 

It would be interesting to know that the balance of pressure gradients and shear force can 

move the center of the circulation zone. As we will see in section 4.3, with increasing the 

element height, the stream-wise positive pressure gradient increases, and, in order to find 

more equalized pressure levels, the broken shear layer travels further above the first 

element in the vertical direction to avoid a down-stream positive, adverse, pressure 

gradient. This effect results in a larger circulation zone, which extends itself even to the 

second row elements. As a result, the center of circulation zone moves on top of the first 

step. Further down, pressure gradients weaken and the flow stratifies. 

Plots of dimensionless temperature contours are shown in figure 4.6. One should notice 

that the closer the lines to each other the higher the temperature gradients are and the 

higher the heat transfer coefficient. Figure 4.6, ReH = 7766, clearly demonstrates that the 

temperature contours above the first element diverse causing a drop in the temperature 

gradient and the heat transfer coefficient and consequently Nusselt number at this 

Reynolds number. 
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Figure 4.6 Dimensionless temperature contours at different inlet velocities 

In general, increasing, Re H , has a favorable effect on the rate of heat transfer. 

This increase has two main effects. First, it promotes better mixing in the channel by 

augmenting turbulence in the flow field; and second, the ability of flow to remove more 

heat in a shorter time due to the a higher temperature gradient and consequently the 
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higher heat transfer coefficient. These two effects combined resulting in a better heat 

transfer rate. Figure 4. 7 shows the effect of Reynolds number on the mean Nusselt 

number of each element of the ribbed wall. It is shown that the average Nusselt number of 

each row increases with Reynolds number except for the first elements, where the average 

Nusselt number declines first, and then rises. Figure 4.2 helps us understanding this 

behavior, as it shows streamline contours through the channel at different Reynolds 

number. 

E 
:s z 

120 

~000 

e/H=0.1 

-------{}-----

w/H=0.2 s/H=0.2 

ELEMENT 1 
ELEMENT 2 
ELEMENT 3 
ELEMENT 4 
ELEMENT 5 

12000 

Figure 4. 7 Average Nusselt number of a typical geometry over a range 

of different Reynolds number 

4.3 Effect of Element Height 

To study the effect of element height on the flow and heat transfer field, the parameters 

are maintained constant except the element height. Figure 4.8 shows the contours of 

streamlines for different e I H . It is shown as the element height increase the circulation 

zone behind the first element increases. 
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Figure 4.8 Streamlines of different element heights 
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At e I H = 0.1 the circulation zone behind the first element extends backwards in the reverse 

direction of the main stream. Obstructing the flow over the top surface of the first element 

and forming an obstacle where the main cold flow move around instead of getting closer to 

the hot surface to extract more heat. 

This effect decreases the rate of heat transfer of the top surface of the first element and 

consequently Nusselt number. As the element height increases further this effect transfer to 

the next element and so on. The figure also shows that a small secondary vortex appeared at 

the lower left comer of the first step ate I H = 0.1 . As the element height increases to 0.2 the 

channel height this vortex grows and becomes able to lift the primary vortex on top of it. 

For a better understanding of the problem, we define attack angle as the chord line 

joining the upper trailing comer and the lower leading comer of the first element with the 

horizon, tan -I .?<:,. This angle is proportional to the way streamlines are formed on the 

leading upper-comer edge of the first element. By increasing the attack angle, the minimum 

pressure point moves forward on the top surface of the element and the minimum pressure 

becomes lower, generating stronger adverse pressure gradients in the direction of flow. 

Eventually, at some point, the attack angle results in pressure gradients strong enough to 

separate the boundary layer from the top element surface, and a circulation zone forms. 

The pressure contours shown in figure 4.9 for different element heights suggest that as the 

element height increases, pressure gradients in the stream-wise direction as well as in the 

normal direction increase. In other words an adverse pressure gradient is able to grow. A 

closer look at these plots displays a very high negative pressure core that appears in the step 

between the two elements, the element step, as element height increases further beyond 0.1 

H. This core is the center of the circulation zone between the two elements. 
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Figure 4.9 Relative pressure contours at different element heights [Pa] 
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Figure 4. I 0 Dimensionless temperature contours at different element height 
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Figure 4.10 shows the dimensionless temperature contours at different element heights. It is 

shown that as the element height increases the temperature contours become more distorted 

in the gaps between two elements. This distortion is the consequence of the circulation zone 

between two elements, and it manifests itself as the flow swirls faster. The dimensionless 

temperature contours at e I H = 0.1 , move away from the surface, decreasing the temperature 

gradient and consequently the rate of heat transfer and Nusselt number. As e I H increase 

the thickness of the region of less temperature contours increases and extends to cover the 

second element at e I H = 0.2 . This region may be thought as an insulation zone that prevents 

the cold flow from getting in touch with the element surface and decreases the rate of heat 

transfer. 

In particular increasing, element height has an escalating effect on the rate of heat 

transfer, with the exception of the first and second rows. 
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Figure 4.11 Average Nusselt number of a typical geometry 
for different element heights 
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The step-up of heat transfer rate is due to a smaller clearance area, C , that forces the flow to 

accelerate. With higher velocity, the rate of heat transfer and turbulent mixing of the flow 

field improve. Figure 4.11 depicts the increase of element height in relation to average 

Nusselt number of each element. 

Another look at figure 4.11 justifies that by providing a prone condition to 

circulation, e I H = 0.05, the average Nusselt number on the first element slightly decreases 

and, when circulation forms, e I H = 0.1 , heat gets trapped and the average Nusselt number 

drops rapidly. The circulation zone, when established, el H = 0.1, affects the second row of 

elements by deflecting the flow above it and lowering the average Nusselt number. Finally, 

the circulation zone covers the first and second elements entirely, and even lowers further the 

heat transfer rate. 

4.4 Effect of Element Width 

To study the effect of element width on the flow and heat transfer field, the other 

parameters are kept constant at e I H = 0.1, s I H = 0.2, and Re H = 7766 . 

Streamlines contours are shown in figure 4.12 as a function of the element width. It is shown 

that as element width increases shear layer on top surface of the elements becomes larger and 

hence boundary layer. Ultimately element width increase breaks the top surface circulation 

zone and flow tends to stratify. 
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Figure 4.12 Contours of streamlines at different element widths 
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Figure 4.13 Dimensionless temperature contours at different element widths 
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Figures 4.13, shows that as the element width increases the dimensionless temperature 

contours at different element widths, with respect to the step width, the flow tends to behave 

as flow over a flat plate where the thermal boundary layer at the top of each element tends to 

merge together. This tendency is exhibited by figure 4.13, w I H = 0.6. 

The effect of the element width on Nusselt number is shown in figure 4.14 for a 

typical study case. It is shown that the average Nusselt number decreases with the element 

width without exception for any of the elements. 
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Figure 4.14 Average Nusselt number of a typical geometry over a range of 

different element widths 
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By increasing the element width, boundary layer gets enough length to grow and becomes 

thicker. As a result, the wall shear stress increases on the upper surface of the elements and 

better resists the adverse pressure gradient, and the circulation zone that traps heat occupies a 

smaller portion of the element upper surface. This effect improves the heat transfer 

coefficient on the first and second elements. On the other side the thermal boundary layer 

thickness increases and the thermal resistance becomes greater for each element which 

decreases the average Nusselt number. 

4.5 Effect of Element Step Width 

To study the effect of element step width on the flow and heat transfer field, the 

parameters are maintained constant except the element step size. Figure 4.15 shows the effect 

of the element step width on the streamlines in the ribbed channel. As the step size increases, 

the circulation zone behind each element expands in the flow direction decreasing its height, 

so the bump that prevents the cold streamlines from touching the following element becomes 

inflated. This increases the temperature gradient over the surface of the element. In other 

words, the mainstream flow finds itself closer to the heat sources, and the thermal resistance 

between them decreases. This improves the removal of heat by the main stream, and the heat 

transfer increases. 
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Figure 4.15 Streamlines at different element step widths 
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Figure 4.16 Relative pressure contours at different step widths [Pa] 
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Contours of relative pressure are shown in figure 4.16. By increasing the step-size the 

pressure in the gap between two elements increases. This increase come as a result of the 

mainstream higher-pressure air that introduces itself into the space between two elements 

as gaps enlarge. This trend can be clearly seen at s I H = 0.6 where pressure becomes 

higher on the downstream wall of the step where the outer step flow sees the wall and 

detours. 

Dimensionless temperature contours at different step widths are shown in figure 

4.17. As mentioned earlier, the closer these contours are the higher the temperature 

gradient, which manifest borders of the main heat transfers. 

When interruptions of the thermal boundary layer are large enough, a flat plate-like 

behavior of heat transfer, s I H = 0.1 , changes, and thermal boundary layer between 

elements breaks. With further increase of step width, s I H = 0.6, the higher temperature 

contours fall in the step behind the element thermal boundary and another starts to grow 

on the next element and so on. Since the leading portion of the thermal boundary layer 

has the higher temperature gradient and higher heat transfer rate so the effect of 

increasing the step width is to increase the heat transfer coefficient and consequently 

Nusselt number as shown in figure 4.18. 
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Figure 4.17 Dimensionless temperature contours at different element step widths 
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Figure 4.18 shows the average Nusselt number of five obstacles with change of 

step width. All elements show an increase in the average Nusselt number with step size 

increase. It might be assumed that step width size should not affect the heat transfer rate 

of the first element, but this is even true for the first row of elements, which show a slight 

increase in the heat transfer rate. As the step width increases, the circulation region that 

traps heat between the two elements finds a greater length on its upper side to exchange 

heat with mainstream flow. In other words, the flow has more time to exchange heat. In 

addition, as gaps enlarge, mainstream air has more opportunity to be introduced into the 

distance between the two elements. This opportunity brings fresh outside air into the steps 

and helps cool the circulating air between the two elements. A slight increase of the first 

element's average Nusselt number is due to this fact. 
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Figure 4.18 Average Nusselt number of a typical geometry at 

different element step widths 
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In figure 4.18, the average Nusselt number rank of the second element among the five 

heaters has improved. This improvement can be understood by looking at streamlines of 

flow when the step size is increased. 

4.6 Combined Effect of Parameters 

4.6.1 Effect of Reynolds Number and Element Height 

As shown in the previous sections the rate of heat transfer from the ribbed wall 

increases with increase of mean inlet velocity and element height, with some exceptions. 

These exceptions are applied to the few leading elements. The reason for this behaviour is 

referred to the flow that produces a circulation zone above these elements. This 

circulation zone conserves heat causing the average Nusselt number to drop drastically. 

After the circulation region becomes fully developed, the heat transfer rate drop dampens. 

Figure 4.19 shows the effect of both Reynolds number and element height on the average 

Nusselt number. For instance, on the first element at ReH = 3883 the average Nusselt 

number first increases due to element height increase, then slightly drops due to the 

formation of the circulation zone. This drop continues due to the growth of the circulation 

zone. This trend is, to some extent, different for Re H = 11649, where the circulation zone 

forms at lower element height, e I H = 0.05 , and its effect increases as the element height 

increases. Streamlines shown in figure 4.20 confirm this behaviour. 
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Figure 4.21 represents the data of figure 4.19 in a different way. As shown earlier, as the 

element height increases the heat transfer rate increases. This figure shows that average 

Nusselt number, Num, decreases with increasing e I H . This might be true for the first 

element but not for the following ones. 
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4.6.2 Effect of Element Height and Element Width 

Figures 4.22 shows the average Nusselt number at different element heights and 

element widths for each element. 
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As shown, the average Nusselt number does not follow the general rule because of the 

circulation zone above the first and second elements. In figure 4.22, on the first element 

the rank of the highest average Nusselt number belongs to the lowest element 

height, wl H = 0.1. This is because, with higher element height, the circulation zone is 

bigger. Later, a shift in this rank happens from w I H = 0.2 tow I H = 0.3. 

Also, Figure 4.22 illustrates the second effect of the circulation zone. In this figure, on the 

second element e I H = 0.1, the heat transfer rate has improved in rank with increase of 

element width. This order rearrangement is due to the detour of flow by the circulation 

zone above the first element that has subsided when the element width has increased. 

Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show streamlines of this rank displacement for e I H = 0.2 and, 

respectively. As shown in figure 4.23, wl H = 0.1, two circulations zones exist above the 

first and second element, as there is only one in its counterpart figure 4.24, w I H = 0.1 . 

These two circulation regions are more capable of trapping heat. But as the element width 

grows, a turbulent boundary layer better resists the adverse pressure gradient, and the 

two-circulation zones collapse into one. This is where the average Nusselt number lines 

of e I H = 0.2 and e lH = 0.1 switch rank. 
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4.6.3 Effect of Element Height and Element Step width 

Figures 4.25 and 4.26 show the effect of element step width and height with 

respect to each other. As shown, an increase of step width has a favourable effect on heat 

transfer. This increase is clearer with higher element heights. 
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4.6.4 Effect of Reynolds Number and Element Width 

Figures 4.28 and 4.29 show that an increase of flow rate and a decrease of element 

width have an increasing effect on the average Nusselt number. In figure 4.28, a switch of 

rank on the first element in the average Nusselt number reminds us that at ReH = 7766 

from w I H = 0.3 to w I H = 0.6 the circulation zone above the first element is controlled. 

Also, with higher velocity, the average Nusselt number increases. 
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Figure 4.29 Average Nusselt number at different flow rates 

Figures 4.30 and 4.31 show the corresponding streamlines. 
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4.6.5 Effect of Element Width and Element Step Width 

An element width increase reduces the heat transfer rate. This increase tends to a 

limit, as depicted in figure 4.32. That is when geometric conditions resemble' a flat plate 

with constant heat flux. 
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Figure 4.32 Average Nusselt number of different element widths 
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Figure 4.33 shows that an increase of element step width has a favourable effect on the 

heat transfer rate. This increase is more obvious in higher element heights. 
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4.6.6 Effect of Reynolds Number and Element Step Width 

The effects of step size and flow rate are depicted in figures 4.34 and 4.35, both of 

which result in a heat transfer increase. 
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Chapter Five 

Design Guidelines and Regression Analysis 
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5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a correlation for the average Nusselt number of each element 

depending on geometric parameters and flow rate is derived. As shown in the previous 

chapter, average Nusselt number is depending on the element height, width, and step size, 

and on Reynolds number as well. The proposed correlation form 

(5.1) 

where m, n, a, f3 , and r are all constants. The dependent variables in the right hand 

side of equation 5.1 are in the range of 

3883 ~ ReH ~ 11649, 0.025 ~ (~) ~ 0.2, 0.1 ~(;) ~ 0.6, 0.1 ~(~) ~ 0.6 (5.2) 

The problem can be summarized in determining the unknown constants in equation 5.1 

using Excel 9.0 [44]. Also, a correlation analyses has been performed to avoid highly 

correlated variables. 

5.2 Regression Analysis 

The regression analysis on each element is divided into two sections. In the first 

section, the regression analysis is to be validated for specified values of Reynolds number 

and in the second section; the regression analysis has considers the entire range of 

Reynolds number. The data from this analysis are presented in tables 5.1 and 5.2 for each 

specified values of Reynolds number, where negative values show that an increase of the 

relevant parameter has a negative effect on the mean Nusselt number and vice versa. 
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Table 5.1 Regression analysis for each specified values ofReynolds number 

ReH m a f3 r n Average Difference 
of Predicted Values 

~ 3883 2.603 -0.267 -0.438 0.043 0.214 14% 
(]) s.- 7766 2.139 -0.224 -0.358 0.042 0.277 10% 
(]) -J:.il 11649 4.704 -0.156 -0.288 0.041 0.232 8% 

~ 3883 2.962 -0.014 -0.426 0.170 0.261 8% 
(]) 

SN 
(]) 

7766 1.226 0.104 -0.364 0.189 0.446 7% -J:.il 11649 4.742 0.109 -0.335 0.155 0.316 6% 

"S 3883 3.181 0.136 -0.501 0.236 0.291 8% 
(]) 

SM 7766 0.648 0.182 -0.457 0.213 0.525 5% 
(]) -J:.il 11649 5.844 0.173 -0.426 0.164 0.295 5% 

~ 3883 2.990 0.190 -0.554 0.255 0.303 7% 
(]) 

s""" 7766 1.139 0.196 -0.501 0.226 0.456 4% 
(]) -J:.il 11649 1.966 0.186 -0.469 0.180 0.405 4% 

~ 3883 2.208 0.206 -0.582 0.273 0.338 6% 
(]) 

So.n 7766 1.068 0.195 -0.526 0.235 0.456 3% 
(]) -J:.il 11649 5.055 0.186 -0.492 0.190 0.299 3% 

Table 5.2 Regression analysis for the range of Reynolds number used 

f3 
Average 

Parameters m a r n Difference of 
Predicted Values 

Element 1 0.468 -0.216 -0.361 0.042 0.450 11% 
Element2 0.061 0.066 -0.375 0.171 0.764 8% 
Element 3 0.060 0.163 -0.462 0.204 0.783 6% 
Element4 0.053 0.190 -0.508 0.220 0.793 5% 
ElementS 0.047 0.196 -0.534 0.232 0.802 5% 
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5.3 Analogy with Previous Correlations 

Many correlations can be found in the literature [7] for fully developed turbulent 

flow between two smooth parallel plates. Ditus-Bolter correlation is one of the most 

known correlations that equation 5.3 has been proposed and used for fully developed 

turbulent flow [45]. The exponent of Reynolds number in this equation agrees well with 

the fifth element Reynolds number exponent, n. It can be seen from the agreement 

between the values of the constants of elements four and five, shown in table 5.2, the flow 

has already developed. 

AT. 0 0 0.8 p 04 
HUDh = . 23 ReDh r · , ReDh ~ 3000 (Turbulent Flow) (5.3) 

This equation, for air with Pr = 0.7, can be rewritten as 

(5.4) 

For turbulent forced convection in electronic packaging the following correlation has 

been also proposed [2]. 

Nuw = 0.0935 Rec o.n (5.5) 

where Nuw is the average Nusselt number based on element width, w, and Rec is the 

channel Reynolds number based on channel clearance height, C. 

( )

0.543 ( )1.48 

Nue = 0.075 Ree 
0
"
653 ~ ; (5.6) 
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where Nue and Ree are the average Nusselt number and Reynolds number based on 

element height, e, respectively. 

Experimental work ofVafai et al. [25] suggests equation 5.7 for average Nusselt number 

on each element. The corresponding values are presented in table 5.3. It can be seen from 

equation 5.3 to 5. 7 that all proposed correlations for average Nusselt number in a channel 

flow with discrete heat sources are in the form of power law trend. In the limit, which 

elements are closely located in the stream wise direction, average Nusselt number profile 

shows to have a limit in the fully developed region of the channel that resembles a 

uniformly heated channel flow. 

B 
NuH =A ReDh T ref = I:nlet (5.7) 

where NuH is the average Nusselt number based on channel height, H, and ReDh is the 

channel Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter of the channel. 

Table 5.3 Data values of equation 5.7 

Parameters A B ~ ReDh ~ 

Element 1 0.0140 0.940 5000 13000 
Element2 0.0672 0.746 5000 13000 

Element 3 0.0212 0.860 5000 13000 

Element4 0.0244 0.833 5000 13000 

Element5 0.0338 0.794 5000 13000 

5.4 Data Analysis 

5.4.1 Parameters Maximizing and Minimizing Nusselt Number 

In this section, the design parameters that maximize minimize Nusselt number 

values of each element are presented. The values of these parameters are constrained with 
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in the range of the present parametric study. These values have been obtained by applying 

excel 9.0 on the data shown in table 5.2 and are shown in table 5.3 and table 5.4, for 

Reynolds number of 11649 and 3883, respectively. 

Table 5.4 Parameters maximizing Num 

Parameters eiH wiH siH ReH 
Element 1 0.025 0.1 0.6 11649 

Element2 0.2 0.1 0.6 11649 

Element3 0.2 0.1 0.6 11649 

Element4 0.2 0.1 0.6 11649 

ElementS 0.2 0.1 0.6 11649 

Table 5.5 Parameters minimizing Num 

Parameters eiH wiH siH ReH 
Element 1 0.2 0.6 0.1 3883 

Element2 0.025 0.6 0.1 3883 

Element3 0.025 0.6 0.1 3883 
Element4 0.025 0.6 0.1 3883 

ElementS 0.025 0.6 0.1 3883 

Table 5.3 and table 5.4 show that with an exception of the first element an 

increase of e I H and s I H and a decrease of w I H increases Nusselt number. But from 

the standpoint of design, it is important to know how a specific parameter, can be 

changed to gain the best heat transfer rate. In other words, we must determine which 

parameter is the most affecting one. As an example, assume we are increasing all the 

element geometric parameters which are initially at: el H = 0.1, wl H = 0.1, and 

s I H = 0.1 by 10% and this will be done at Re H = 7766. The changes of Nusselt number 

obtained by using the data from table 5.4 in equation 5.1 are shown in table 5.6. This 

analysis indicates that the most controlling parameter that significantly affects Nusselt 
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number is w I H. And the best way to increase Nusselt number is by minimizing this 

parameter to the least acceptable value from the design point of view. 

Table 5.6 Percent change of Average Nusselt number 

with 1 0% increases of each parameter 

Parameters e/H w!H s!H 
Element 1 -14% -22% 3% 

Element2 5% -23% 13% 

Element3 12% -27% 15% 

Element4 14% -30% 17% 

ElementS 15% -31% 17% 

Average 6% -27% 13% 
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Chapter Six 

Summary and Concluding Remarks 
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6.1 Summary 

The present parametric study is focusing on electronic packages. The study starts 

with investigating the most appropriate turbulent model which is able to capture heat 

transfer and flow fields in ribbed channels which simulates the electronic package and use 

this model to investigate the influence of geometric and flow parameters affecting the rate 

of heat transfer in this configuration. 

Two parallel plates form the geometry of the present study, and turbulent flow is 

allowed through the resulting passage. The upper plate is smooth, and the two plates are a 

distant H (channel height) apart. The lower plate has five identical ribs of height e, 

length w , and distance s between two successive ribs. The parametric study in this 

research involves four parameters. Three of these are normalized geometric parameters: 

0.025 s e I H s 0.2, 0.1 s w I H s 0.6, and 0.1 s s I H s 0.6. The fourth parameter which 

is the mean inlet air velocity concerns the hydrodynamic aspects of the flow field. The 

parameter changes from 2 to 6 m/s, which is equivalent to Reynolds number based on 

channel height of 3883 s ReH s 11649. Figure 6.1 shows the geometry of the present 

study. 

Entrance Length 
3.33 

s 

Figure 6.1 Geometry of parametric study 
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6.2 Conclusion 

The present investigation leads to the following conclusions: 

~ The standard k- & and RNG k- & turbulent models (with use of wall function) 

were unable to capture the flow and temperature field in a ribbed forced 

convection channel for the range of Reynolds number used in this study, 

3 883 ~ Re H ~ 11649 . The Lack of sensitivity of these models to the adverse 

pressure gradients, separation, and, hence, their ability to capture phenomena such 

as those occurring in two-dimensional ribbed channel flow (recirculation for 

example) is mainly due to the fact that the k- & and RNG k - & models use wall 

functions to bridge the viscous sub-layer with the buffer layer rather than solve for 

it. 

~ Both the Omega Reynolds Stress Model (w-RSM) and Shear Stress Transport 

model (SS1) exhibit a good prediction of flow and thermal fields for the cases 

investigated in the current study with separation, circulation, and reattachment. 

The preference of Reynolds stress model over SST model shown in this 

investigation was not that high keeping in mind the time consumed in solving the 

extra transport equations involved in Reynolds stress model. 

~ Although the Stress Transport (SST) model is sometimes insensitive to the 

velocity gradient oV . It is in our opinion; the most appropriate model to conduct 
Ox 

a parametric study of too many parameters such that done in the present work in a 

less time is the SST model. The model needs to be further validated in more 

complex flow regimes, such as those arise with more populated boards at different 

heat fluxes and element heights, as in the case of real electronic packages. 
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);;> For all the cases studied in this research ( 0.025 ~ e I H ~ 0.2, 0.1 ~ w I H ~ 0.6, 

0.1 ~ s I H ~ 0.6, and 3883 ~ Re H ~ 11649) It was found that the heat transfer rate 

for the first element decreases by increasing either the element height ( e ) or the 

element width ( w) or both, and increases by increasing Reynolds number ( Re H), 

and step size ( s ). 

);;> With an exception of the first element, the heat transfer rate increases by 

increasing Reynolds number ( ReH ), element height (e), and step size ( s ), while 

it decreases by increasing the element width ( w ). 

);;> The recirculation zone formed on the top surface of the first element locks and 

traps heat from being removed by the cold free stream. Increasing the width of the 

first element helps in increasing the strength of the top surface shear layer and 

delays or dampens separation on this element, which in turn helps the transfer of 

heat into the core flow. Further increase, however thickens, the boundary layer on 

the later elements and increases thermal resistance causing heat transfer to 

diminish. The size and strength of the circulation zone on the top surface of the 

first element increases by increasing the step width ( s ), the element height (e), 

and the mean inlet velocity ( U m) regardless of the attack angle. 

);;> Increasing the element height narrows the flow passage and accelerates the flow 

increasing its ability to remove more heat in a shorter time. In addition, increasing 

the element height augments more turbulence in the flow field. 

);;> Increasing the step width promotes more circulation in the flow which 

subsequently increases the rate of heat transfer from the elements. 
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Chapter Seven 

Recommendation for Future Work 
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7.1 Future work 

The parametric study done in the present work creates some issues that is 

recommended to be taken into considerations in any further investigation related this 

work. These issues are: 

};> Consideration of the three dimensionality effect. 

};> Thinking of a new design that improves the flow patterns on the first row of 

elements suggesting that the upper edge of these elements is better being convex 

instead of sharp ending to dampen separation on this surface. It is recommended 

to consider different channel geometries. 

);;> The SST model needs to be further tested in more complex flow geometries. 

);;> It was shown, in the present work that flow becomes more stable, tending to be, if 

it is right to say, fully developed after some distance from the beginning of the 

ribbed portion. This distance needs more accurate determination and its 

dependency on the geometry and flow parameters needs to be considered. In this 

case the effect of the number of elements should be included. 

);;> Applications of ribbed channel flow can be extended to such as those occurring in 

heat exchangers with different fluid medium (for example; oil, and water) by 

taking into account the effect of Prandtl number. 
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Detailed Results of the Parametric Study: 
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Table A.l Study Cases of the Parametric Study 

Study Case e [mm] w [mm] s [mm] um[m!s] ReH 
Dissipating 

Power (Watts) 

1 0.75 3 3 2 3883 15 
2 0.75 3 3 4 7766 15 
3 0.75 3 3 6 11649 15 
4 0.75 3 6 2 3883 15 
5 0.75 3 6 4 7766 15 
6 0.75 3 6 6 11649 15 
7 0.75 3 9 2 3883 15 
8 0.75 3 9 4 7766 15 
9 0.75 3 9 6 11649 15 
10 0.75 3 18 2 3883 15 
11 0.75 3 18 4 7766 15 
12 0.75 3 18 6 11649 15 
13 0.75 6 3 2 3883 30 
14 0.75 6 3 4 7766 30 
15 0.75 6 3 6 11649 30 
16 0.75 6 6 2 3883 30 
17 0.75 6 6 4 7766 30 
18 0.75 6 6 6 11649 30 
19 0.75 6 9 2 3883 30 
20 0.75 6 9 4 7766 30 
21 0.75 6 9 6 11649 30 
22 0.75 6 18 2 3883 30 
23 0.75 6 18 4 7766 30 
24 0.75 6 18 6 11649 30 
25 0.75 9 3 2 3883 45 
26 0.75 9 3 4 7766 45 
27 0.75 9 3 6 11649 45 
28 0.75 9 6 2 3883 45 
29 0.75 9 6 4 7766 45 
30 0.75 9 6 6 11649 45 
31 0.75 9 9 2 3883 45 
32 0.75 9 9 4 7766 45 
33 0.75 9 9 6 11649 45 
34 0.75 9 18 2 3883 45 
35 0.75 9 18 4 7766 45 
36 0.75 9 18 6 11649 45 
37 0.75 18 3 2 3883 90 
38 0.75 18 3 4 7766 90 
39 0.75 18 3 6 11649 90 
40 0.75 18 6 2 3883 90 
41 0.75 18 6 4 7766 90 
42 0.75 18 6 6 11649 90 
43 0.75 18 9 2 3883 90 
44 0.75 18 9 4 7766 90 
45 0.75 18 9 6 11649 90 
46 0.75 18 18 2 3883 90 
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Table A. I Study Cases of the Parametric Study-Continued 

Study Case e [mm] w [mm] s [mm] um [m! s] ReH 
Dissipating 

Power (Watts) 
47 0.75 18 18 4 7766 90 
48 0.75 18 18 6 11649 90 
49 1.5 3 3 2 3883 15 
50 1.5 3 3 4 7766 15 
51 1.5 3 3 6 11649 15 
52 1.5 3 6 2 3883 15 
53 1.5 3 6 4 7766 15 
54 1.5 3 6 6 11649 15 
55 1.5 3 9 2 3883 15 
56 1.5 3 9 4 7766 15 
57 1.5 3 9 6 11649 15 
58 1.5 3 18 2 3883 15 
59 1.5 3 18 4 7766 15 
60 1.5 3 18 6 11649 15 
61 1.5 6 3 2 3883 30 
62 1.5 6 3 4 7766 30 
63 1.5 6 3 6 11649 30 
64 1.5 6 6 2 3883 30 
65 1.5 6 6 4 7766 30 
66 1.5 6 6 6 11649 30 
67 1.5 6 9 2 3883 30 
68 1.5 6 9 4 7766 30 
69 1.5 6 9 6 11649 30 
70 1.5 6 18 2 3883 30 
71 1.5 6 18 4 7766 30 
72 1.5 6 18 6 11649 30 
73 1.5 9 3 2 3883 45 
74 1.5 9 3 4 7766 45 
75 1.5 9 3 6 11649 45 
76 1.5 9 6 2 3883 45 
77 1.5 9 6 4 7766 45 
78 1.5 9 6 6 11649 45 
79 1.5 9 9 2 3883 45 
80 1.5 9 9 4 7766 45 
81 1.5 9 9 6 11649 45 
82 1.5 9 18 2 3883 45 
83 1.5 9 18 4 7766 45 
84 1.5 9 18 6 11649 45 
85 1.5 18 3 2 3883 90 
86 1.5 18 3 4 7766 90 
87 1.5 18 3 6 11649 90 
88 1.5 18 6 2 3883 90 
89 1.5 18 6 4 7766 90 
90 1.5 18 6 6 11649 90 
91 1.5 18 9 2 3883 90 
92 1.5 18 9 4 7766 90 
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Table A.l Study Cases of the Parametric Study-Continued 

Study Case e [mm] w [mm] s [mm] um [m!s] Ren Dissipating 
Power (Watts) 

93 1.5 18 9 6 11649 90 
94 1.5 18 18 2 3883 90 
95 1.5 18 18 4 7766 90 
96 1.5 18 18 6 11649 90 
97 3 3 3 2 3883 15 
98 3 3 3 4 7766 15 
99 3 3 3 6 11649 15 
100 3 3 6 2 3883 15 
101 3 3 6 4 7766 15 
102 3 3 6 6 11649 15 
103 3 3 9 2 3883 15 
104 3 3 9 4 7766 15 
105 3 3 9 6 11649 15 
106 3 3 18 2 3883 15 
107 3 3 18 4 7766 15 
108 3 3 18 6 11649 15 
109 3 6 3 2 3883 30 
110 3 6 3 4 7766 30 
111 3 6 3 6 11649 30 
112 3 6 6 2 3883 30 
113 3 6 6 4 7766 30 
114 3 6 6 6 11649 30 
115 3 6 9 2 3883 30 
116 3 6 9 4 7766 30 
117 3 6 9 6 11649 30 
118 3 6 18 2 3883 30 
119 3 6 18 4 7766 30 
120 3 6 18 6 11649 30 
121 3 9 3 2 3883 45 
122 3 9 3 4 7766 45 
123 3 9 3 6 11649 45 
124 3 9 6 2 3883 45 
125 3 9 6 4 7766 45 
126 3 9 6 6 11649 45 
127 3 9 9 2 3883 45 
128 3 9 9 4 7766 45 
129 3 9 9 6 11649 45 
130 3 9 18 2 3883 45 
131 3 9 18 4 7766 45 
132 3 9 18 6 11649 45 
133 3 18 3 2 3883 90 
134 3 18 3 4 7766 90 
135 3 18 3 6 11649 90 
136 3 18 6 2 3883 90 
137 3 18 6 4 7766 90 
138 3 18 6 6 11649 90 
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Table A. I Study Cases of the Parametric Study-Continued 

Study e [mm] w [mm] s [mm] um [m! s] ReH 
Dissipating 

Case Power (Watts) 

139 3 18 9 2 3883 90 
140 3 18 9 4 7766 90 
141 3 18 9 6 11649 90 
142 3 18 18 2 3883 90 
143 3 18 18 4 7766 90 
144 3 18 18 6 11649 90 
145 6 3 3 2 3883 15 
146 6 3 3 4 7766 15 
147 6 3 3 6 11649 15 
148 6 3 6 2 3883 15 
149 6 3 6 4 7766 15 
150 6 3 6 6 11649 15 
151 6 3 9 2 3883 15 
152 6 3 9 4 7766 15 
153 6 3 9 6 11649 15 
154 6 3 18 2 3883 15 
155 6 3 18 4 7766 15 
156 6 3 18 6 11649 15 
157 6 6 3 2 3883 30 
158 6 6 3 4 7766 30 
159 6 6 3 6 11649 30 
160 6 6 6 2 3883 30 
161 6 6 6 4 7766 30 
162 6 6 6 6 11649 30 
163 6 6 9 2 3883 30 
164 6 6 9 4 7766 30 
165 6 6 9 6 11649 30 
166 6 6 18 2 3883 30 
167 6 6 18 4 7766 30 
168 6 6 18 6 11649 30 
169 6 9 3 2 3883 45 
170 6 9 3 4 7766 45 
171 6 9 3 6 11649 45 
172 6 9 6 2 3883 45 
173 6 9 6 4 7766 45 
174 6 9 6 6 11649 45 
175 6 9 9 2 3883 45 
176 6 9 9 4 7766 45 
177 6 9 9 6 11649 45 
178 6 9 18 2 3883 45 
179 6 9 18 4 7766 45 
180 6 9 18 6 11649 45 
181 6 18 3 2 3883 90 
182 6 18 3 4 7766 90 
183 6 18 3 6 11649 90 
184 6 18 6 2 3883 90 
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Table A.l Study Cases of the Parametric Study-Continued 

Study Case e [mm] w [mm] s [mm] urn [m! s] ReH 
Dissipating 

Power (Watts) 
185 6 18 6 4 7766 90 
186 6 18 6 6 11649 90 
187 6 18 9 2 3883 90 
188 6 18 9 4 7766 90 
189 6 18 9 6 11649 90 
190 6 18 18 2 3883 90 
191 6 18 18 4 7766 90 
192 6 18 18 6 11649 90 
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Table A.2 Average Nusselt Number 

Dimensionless Parameters Average Nusselt Number 
Study 

Element Element Element Element Element 
Case e/H w/H s/H ReH 1 2 3 4 5 

1 0.025 0.1 0.1 3883 92.10 55.29 45.71 40.73 37.83 
2 0.025 0.1 0.1 7766 130.59 79.41 67.79 62.28 59.73 
3 0.025 0.1 0.1 11649 157.42 103.64 92.85 87.20 84.26 
4 0.025 0.1 0.2 3883 92.76 60.40 51.27 46.44 43.69 
5 0.025 0.1 0.2 7766 130.92 88.41 80.13 76.53 74.92 
6 0.025 0.1 0.2 11649 157.36 119.46 110.77 105.24 102.67 
7 0.025 0.1 0.3 3883 93.34 64.31 55.59 50.93 48.35 
8 0.025 0.1 0.3 7766 131.37 96.29 90.02 86.15 83.94 
9 0.025 0.1 0.3 11649 157.84 128.33 118.73 113.30 110.67 
10 0.025 0.1 0.6 3883 94.50 72.22 64.53 60.62 58.98 
11 0.025 0.1 0.6 7766 132.85 110.40 103.98 99.73 97.23 
12 0.025 0.1 0.6 11649 159.66 137.72 129.68 124.93 122.16 
13 0.025 0.2 0.1 3883 67.78 38.05 30.98 27.35 25.25 
14 0.025 0.2 0.1 7766 96.54 55.84 47.36 43.50 41.73 
15 0.025 0.2 0.1 11649 118.19 75.17 66.29 61.51 58.97 
16 0.025 0.2 0.2 3883 68.23 41.19 34.19 30.55 28.46 
17 0.025 0.2 0.2 7766 96.94 61.83 55.03 51.94 50.32 
18 0.025 0.2 0.2 11649 118.38 85.36 77.35 72.65 70.24 
19 0.025 0.2 0.3 3883 68.59 43.69 36.84 33.24 31.25 
20 0.025 0.2 0.3 7766 97.27 67.24 61.57 58.19 56.16 
21 0.025 0.2 0.3 11649 118.78 91.48 83.10 78.41 75.94 
22 0.025 0.2 0.6 3883 69.33 49.10 42.79 39.69 38.38 
23 0.025 0.2 0.6 7766 98.30 77.17 71.38 67.72 65.53 
24 0.025 0.2 0.6 11649 120.16 98.79 91.57 87.32 84.80 
25 0.025 0.3 0.1 3883 56.71 30.80 24.95 21.94 20.20 
26 0.025 0.3 0.1 7766 81.00 46.00 39.20 36.11 34.57 
27 0.025 0.3 0.1 11649 100.34 63.03 55.28 51.06 48.82 
28 0.025 0.3 0.2 3883 57.02 33.05 27.18 24.13 22.40 
29 0.025 0.3 0.2 7766 81.30 50.58 44.88 42.09 40.48 
30 0.025 0.3 0.2 11649 100.46 70.70 63.44 59.25 57.04 
31 0.025 0.3 0.3 3883 57.30 34.90 29.08 26.05 24.37 
32 0.025 0.3 0.3 7766 81.60 54.66 49.59 46.53 44.70 
33 0.025 0.3 0.3 11649 100.75 75.18 67.75 63.56 61.27 
34 0.025 0.3 0.6 3883 57.83 39.05 33.57 30.94 29.82 
35 0.025 0.3 0.6 7766 82.38 62.51 57.21 53.94 51.99 
36 0.025 0.3 0.6 11649 101.80 81.21 74.57 70.69 68.37 
37 0.025 0.6 0.1 3883 41.89 21.85 17.63 15.46 14.23 
38 0.025 0.6 0.1 7766 60.47 34.22 29.68 27.26 25.84 
39 0.025 0.6 0.1 11649 76.85 48.06 41.98 38.69 36.91 
40 0.025 0.6 0.2 3883 42.03 23.03 18.76 16.58 15.37 
41 0.025 0.6 0.2 7766 60.63 37.01 32.79 30.35 28.89 
42 0.025 0.6 0.2 11649 76.83 52.43 46.56 43.25 41.43 
43 0.025 0.6 0.3 3883 42.15 24.04 19.77 17.61 16.47 
44 0.025 0.6 0.3 7766 60.74 39.46 35.31 32.78 31.27 
45 0.025 0.6 0.3 11649 76.83 55.08 49.23 45.92 44.03 
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Table A.2 Average Nusselt Number -Continued 

Dimensionless Parameters Avera e Nusselt Number 
Study 

Element Element Element Element Element 
Case e/H w!H s!H ReH 1 2 3 4 5 

46 0.025 0.6 0.6 3883 42.41 26.47 22.38 20.58 19.86 
47 0.025 0.6 0.6 7766 61.11 44.28 39.88 37.30 35.74 
48 0.025 0.6 0.6 11649 77.41 59.08 53.58 50.43 48.51 
49 0.05 0.1 0.1 3883 98.06 56.28 46.79 41.90 39.14 
50 0.05 0.1 0.1 7766 124.84 77.68 69.47 65.22 63.31 
51 0.05 0.1 0.1 11649 120.17 98.10 97.60 93.21 90.48 
52 0.05 0.1 0.2 3883 98.05 60.28 52.37 48.05 45.83 
53 0.05 0.1 0.2 7766 124.44 87.51 85.54 83.24 82.40 
54 0.05 0.1 0.2 11649 119.81 116.59 118.69 114.95 113.45 
55 0.05 0.1 0.3 3883 98.06 63.25 56.97 53.36 52.05 
56 0.05 0.1 0.3 7766 124.16 96.79 97.30 94.60 93.69 
57 0.05 0.1 0.3 11649 119.78 129.46 128.06 124.25 123.00 
58 0.05 0.1 0.6 3883 98.28 72.00 69.64 68.30 67.76 
59 0.05 0.1 0.6 7766 124.23 114.49 106.41 103.31 101.54 
60 0.05 0.1 0.6 11649 119.89 143.89 125.00 123.91 121.22 
61 0.05 0.2 0.1 3883 71.58 38.82 31.71 28.13 26.13 
62 0.05 0.2 0.1 7766 93.08 56.27 49.13 45.76 44.20 
63 0.05 0.2 0.1 11649 94.65 76.15 69.95 65.40 62.86 
64 0.05 0.2 0.2 3883 71.76 41.70 35.03 31.58 29.74 
65 0.05 0.2 0.2 7766 93.14 63.18 58.80 56.14 54.82 
66 0.05 0.2 0.2 11649 94.48 87.71 82.95 78.89 76.93 
67 0.05 0.2 0.3 3883 71.86 43.96 37.89 34.72 33.30 
68 0.05 0.2 0.3 7766 93.05 69.86 66.87 64.10 62.83 
69 0.05 0.2 0.3 11649 94.34 96.67 90.99 86.95 85.22 
70 0.05 0.2 0.6 3883 72.15 49.89 46.04 44.67 44.14 
71 0.05 0.2 0.6 7766 93.28 82.13 75.56 72.39 70.81 
72 0.05 0.2 0.6 11649 94.74 105.64 93.91 90.76 88.88 
73 0.05 0.3 0.1 3883 59.56 31.42 25.54 22.57 20.91 
74 0.05 0.3 0.1 7766 78.62 46.94 40.95 38.04 36.51 
75 0.05 0.3 0.1 11649 83.56 65.34 58.52 54.21 51.88 
76 0.05 0.3 0.2 3883 59.73 33.62 27.89 24.94 23.36 
77 0.05 0.3 0.2 7766 78.70 52.36 47.94 45.27 43.86 
78 0.05 0.3 0.2 11649 83.32 74.03 68.04 64.05 62.01 
79 0.05 0.3 0.3 3883 59.88 35.39 29.94 27.12 25.78 
80 0.05 0.3 0.3 7766 78.76 57.25 53.77 51.11 49.77 
81 0.05 0.3 0.3 11649 83.40 80.36 74.35 70.48 68.65 
82 0.05 0.3 0.6 3883 60.14 39.97 35.95 34.57 34.08 
83 0.05 0.3 0.6 7766 79.02 67.22 61.56 58.57 57.05 
84 0.05 0.3 0.6 11649 83.93 87.74 78.77 75.38 73.60 
85 0.05 0.6 0.1 3883 43.61 22.32 18.09 15.91 14.71 
86 0.05 0.6 0.1 7766 59.46 35.53 31.08 28.50 27.04 
87 0.05 0.6 0.1 11649 68.48 50.63 44.32 40.71 38.80 
88 0.05 0.6 0.2 3883 43.71 23.54 19.29 17.11 15.97 
89 0.05 0.6 0.2 7766 59.47 38.74 34.70 32.22 30.84 
90 0.05 0.6 0.2 11649 68.23 55.56 49.69 46.20 44.33 
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Table A.2 Average Nusselt Number -Continued 

Dimensionless Parameters Average Nusselt Number 
Study 

Element Element Element Element Element 
Case e!H w!H s!H ReH 1 2 3 4 5 

91 0.05 0.6 0.3 3883 43.80 24.58 20.39 18.29 17.32 
92 0.05 0.6 0.3 7766 59.47 41.73 38.03 35.64 34.32 
93 0.05 0.6 0.3 11649 68.08 59.42 53.77 50.37 48.59 
94 0.05 0.6 0.6 3883 43.98 27.34 23.88 22.74 22.25 
95 0.05 0.6 0.6 7766 59.68 48.18 43.77 41.24 39.84 
96 0.05 0.6 0.6 11649 68.47 64.69 58.54 55.41 53.72 
97 0.1 0.1 0.1 3883 86.15 46.71 43.37 41.03 39.50 
98 0.1 0.1 0.1 7766 77.46 60.35 76.82 77.60 75.35 
99 0.1 0.1 0.1 11649 86.22 91.72 106.48 109.20 105.49 

100 0.1 0.1 0.2 3883 85.88 49.56 51.04 49.95 49.25 
101 0.1 0.1 0.2 7766 83.71 72.99 96.43 95.05 93.20 
102 0.1 0.1 0.2 11649 102.13 101.83 130.88 128.22 125.85 
103 0.1 0.1 0.3 3883 85.70 51.86 58.59 59.03 59.56 
104 0.1 0.1 0.3 7766 86.55 85.52 108.27 106.46 105.42 
105 0.1 0.1 0.3 11649 107.68 115.10 142.69 140.04 138.95 
106 0.1 0.1 0.6 3883 85.54 63.92 77.90 77.10 77.01 
107 0.1 0.1 0.6 7766 89.82 109.44 116.88 116.15 114.98 
108 0.1 0.1 0.6 11649 114.09 139.88 142.43 144.46 142.78 
109 0.1 0.2 0.1 3883 62.62 35.45 31.15 28.61 27.11 
110 0.1 0.2 0.1 7766 58.01 55.70 58.49 54.72 51.88 
111 0.1 0.2 0.1 11649 76.81 63.38 84.01 77.62 73.29 
112 0.1 0.2 0.2 3883 62.67 38.29 35.40 33.11 31.84 
113 0.1 0.2 0.2 7766 59.89 64.65 68.56 64:?6 62.25 
114 0.1 0.2 0.2 11649 80.51 92.66 95.23 89.80 86.39 
115 0.1 0.2 0.3 3883 62.56 40.62 39.51 37.84 37.27 
116 0.1 0.2 0.3 7766 60.93 72.48 76.47 72.98 71.02 
117 0.1 0.2 0.3 11649 82.15 100.89 103.60 99.05 96.71 
118 0.1 0.2 0.6 3883 62.34 48.54 52.22 51.35 51.05 
119 0.1 0.2 0.6 7766 62.62 87.85 85.58 83.17 81.91 
120 0.1 0.2 0.6 11649 85.03 117.23 109.49 107.53 106.05 
121 0.1 0.3 0.1 3883 52.42 29.94 25.77 23.38 21.97 
122 0.1 0.3 0.1 7766 49.66 53.21 49.19 44.94 42.30 
123 0.1 0.3 0.1 11649 66.04 78.28 70.69 63.93 60.01 
124 0.1 0.3 0.2 3883 52.51 32.35 28.71 26.36 25.08 
125 0.1 0.3 0.2 7766 49.71 59.75 56.36 52.13 49.63 
126 0.1 0.3 0.2 11649 65.75 85.88 78.96 72.95 69.55 
127 0.1 0.3 0.3 3883 52.58 34.31 31.41 29.34 28.46 
128 0.1 0.3 0.3 7766 49.89 64.83 62.17 58.28 56.17 
129 0.1 0.3 0.3 11649 65.74 91.26 85.37 80.28 77.68 
130 0.1 0.3 0.6 3883 52.46 40.30 40.71 39.88 39.54 
131 0.1 0.3 0.6 7766 50.40 76.15 70.97 68.03 66.64 
132 0.1 0.3 0.6 11649 66.59 103.02 93.06 89.78 88.15 
133 0.1 0.6 0.1 3883 39.28 22.53 18.91 16.87 15.74 
134 0.1 0.6 0.1 7766 45.75 42.96 36.55 32.73 30.58 
135 0.1 0.6 0.1 11649 65.30 61.93 52.21 46.90 43.99 
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Table A.2 Average Nusselt Number -Continued 

Dimensionless Parameters Average Nusselt Number 
Study 

Element Element Element Element Element 
Case e/H w/H s/H ReH 1 2 3 4 5 

136 0.1 0.6 0.2 3883 39.37 23.94 20.33 18.29 17.25 
137 0.1 0.6 0.2 7766 45.34 46.65 40.24 36.54 34.53 
138 0.1 0.6 0.2 11649 64.46 66.35 56.98 51.85 49.11 
139 0.1 0.6 0.3 3883 39.45 25.16 21.67 19.79 18.98 
140 0.1 0.6 0.3 7766 44.84 49.61 43.63 40.10 38.25 
141 0.1 0.6 0.3 11649 63.50 69.79 61.19 56.52 54.11 
142 0.1 0.6 0.6 3883 39.47 28.74 26.91 26.10 25.64 
143 0.1 0.6 0.6 7766 44.83 56.12 50.91 48.00 46.60 
144 0.1 0.6 0.6 11649 63.60 76.38 69.19 65.58 63.87 
145 0.2 0.1 0.1 3883 45.68 32.82 41.30 43.14 49.42 
146 0.2 0.1 0.1 7766 62.94 74.37 85.97 80.52 92.01 
147 0.2 0.1 0.1 11649 82.18 102.82 116.61 105.87 120.81 
148 0.2 0.1 0.2 3883 52.28 47.51 50.30 63.98 68.52 
149 0.2 0.1 0.2 7766 73.87 95.74 89.20 109.85 111.24 
150 0.2 0.1 0.2 11649 93.31 119.10 117.78 142.10 144.62 
151 0.2 0.1 0.3 3883 56.45 60.90 58.64 76.57 77.14 
152 0.2 0.1 0.3 7766 79.13 108.37 107.84 122.12 121.45 
153 0.2 0.1 0.3 11649 98.98 137.20 137.07 156.43 155.86 
154 0.2 0.1 0.6 3883 64.37 58.57 93.28 91.98 91.03 
155 0.2 0.1 0.6 7766 90.70 100.33 140.00 136.86 135.90 
156 0.2 0.1 0.6 11649 110.70 131.80 177.79 171.77 171.45 
157 0.2 0.2 0.1 3883 31.21 29.88 32.93. 38.89 38.88 
158 0.2 0.2 0.1 7766 52.31 68.61 68.04 71.76 67.94 
159 0.2 0.2 0.1 11649 71.47 96.32 92.25 97.51 93.06 
160 0.2 0.2 0.2 3883 34.54 38.95 42.86 47.58 45.79 
161 0.2 0.2 0.2 7766 57.98 69.66 81.92 81.21 76.89 
162 0.2 0.2 0.2 11649 75.98 98.25 108.41 108.37 103.25 
163 0.2 0.2 0.3 3883 36.54 39.79 51.68 52.96 50.72 
164 0.2 0.2 0.3 7766 64.13 72.77 91.30 86.67 82.77 
165 0.2 0.2 0.3 11649 80.72 98.47 120.39 114.28 109.81 
166 0.2 0.2 0.6 3883 44.88 48.42 65.42 63.03 61.43 
167 0.2 0.2 0.6 7766 72.86 89.65 102.15 99.17 97.12 
168 0.2 0.2 0.6 11649 94.03 118.30 132.40 128.63 126.38 
169 0.2 0.3 0.1 3883 26.27 28.31 33.33 33.73 31.48 
170 0.2 0.3 0.1 7766 51.96 60.97 64.93 59.82 54.76 
171 0.2 0.3 0.1 11649 71.93 85.07 88.91 82.60 75.83 
172 0.2 0.3 0.2 3883 28.98 30.35 40.32 38.52 35.80 
173 0.2 0.3 0.2 7766 56.73 66.16 71.62 65.88 61.16 
174 0.2 0.3 0.2 11649 75.64 91.02 96.75 89.49 83.47 
175 0.2 0.3 0.3 3883 31.42 32.70 44.36 41.48 38.87 
176 0.2 0.3 0.3 7766 60.20 70.54 75.87 70.27 66.18 
177 0.2 0.3 0.3 11649 78.80 95.88 101.38 94.30 89.32 
178 0.2 0.3 0.6 3883 36.76 45.00 52.90 50.21 48.45 
179 0.2 0.3 0.6 7766 65.06 82.88 85.20 81.62 79.32 
180 0.2 0.3 0.6 11649 86.75 110.02 111.87 107.68 105.01 
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Table A.2 Average Nusselt Number -Continued 

Dimensionless Parameters Average Nusselt Number 
Study 

Element Element Element Element Element 
Case e!H w/H s!H ReH 1 2 3 4 5 

181 0.2 0.6 0.1 3883 24.13 29.01 27.41 23.91 21.70 
182 0.2 0.6 0.1 7766 49.78 56.94 48.55 42.14 38.43 
183 0.2 0.6 0.1 11649 70.85 78.81 67.64 58.97 53.95 
184 0.2 0.6 0.2 3883 25.19 31.42 29.64 26.02 23.77 
185 0.2 0.6 0.2 7766 49.47 60.56 52.06 45.88 42.29 
186 0.2 0.6 0.2 11649 70.68 82.82 71.60 63.54 58.85 
187 0.2 0.6 0.3 3883 25.73 33.48 31.57 27.99 25.82 
188 0.2 0.6 0.3 7766 49.12 63.23 54.74 48.97 45.65 
189 0.2 0.6 0.3 11649 70.31 85.75 74.70 67.41 63.16 
190 0.2 0.6 0.6 3883 26.82 39.38 37.00 34.01 32.25 
191 0.2 0.6 0.6 7766 49.31 69.78 62.03 57.90 55.62 
192 0.2 0.6 0.6 11649 70.41 93.83 83.66 78.64 75.88 
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Table A.3 Air properties Used in the Parametric Study 

Density 1.1851~ m"-31 
Dynamic Viscosity 1.831E-05 [kg m"-1 s"-1) 
Molar Mass 28.96 [kg kmol"-11 
Thermal Conductivity 2.61E-2 [W m"-1 K"-1] 
Specific Heat Capacity 1.0044E+03 [J kg"-1 K"-11 
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